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PRICE DISCOVERY AND NEGOTIATIONS AND RELATED PROCESSES

The present application claims priority from provisional application U.S. Serial

No. 60/233,033, filed September 15, 2000 and provisional application U.S. Serial No.

60/275,895, filed March 14, 2001, both ofwhich are incorporated herein by reference.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document contains material which is

subject to copyright protection. The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile

reproduction by anyone ofthe patent document or the patent disclosure, as it appears in

the Patent and Trademark Office patent files or records, but otherwise reserves all

copyright rights whatsoever.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed to the field ofprice discovery and negotiation in

commercial industries and more specifically to standardizing and streamlining price

discovery and negotiation.

Price discovery in many commercial industries is made extremely difficult by the

fact that any one job comprises a myriad of different elements to be priced. In order to

streamline the price discovery process, many providers developed various heuristics to

estimate the price ofajob. The heuristics rely on a set of assumptions and

generalizations to aid in the price discovery process and thus cannot provide an optimal

price for jobs, whose varying specifications and requirements do not uniformly conform

to the assumptions and generalizations.

Further, the established practice is focused on bidding on the job as a whole, with

the attendant assumptions and generalizations, rather than bidding on the individual

elements inherent in any job performed for a specific industry. Thus, a customer

determines the specification for ajob and then engages a service provider or providers in

a "bid-and-buy" process on ajob-by-job basis. This is a time-consuming and ineffective

practice which requires the customer and the service provider to repeat many redundant

steps when bidding on successive specifications.

In the computer age, efforts have been made to streamline business transactional

processes. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 4,839,829, discusses an automated printing control
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system, prior to the advent of the Internet, for transmitting pricing and administrative

information. However, the patent merely discusses transmission ofinformation, onejob

at a time, where the customer specifies all the components of a requested job and asks the

printer to provide a price estimate/bid for the job. The patent does not address the

problem of streamlining or optimizing price discovery for a requested job or series of

jobs and is consistent with the established practice ofbidding on the job as a whole, on a

job-by-job basis, rather than on the individual elements of the job.

Another example of a prior streamlining effort is 58k.com, a company which

launched an auction-based website for the print industry, connecting commercial clients

with commercial printers in an interactive auction-type environment over the Internet.

({Marketing News, November 19, 1999). However, the auction-based system

implemented by 58k.com only allows price discovery f(?r single printjobs, on ajob-by-

job basis, is consistent with the established practice ofbidding on thejob as a whole

rather than on the individual elements ofthe job, and does not provide a system and

method for price discovery in connection with a series ofrecurrent jobs or a series ofjobs

with differing specifications.

Thus, prior efforts at streamlining the interaction between a customer and a

service provider focus on various methods ofbidding on the requested job as a whole, on

ajob-by-job basis. The bidding is on the end product, rather than on the components of

the process that accomplish the end-product. The problem with this approach is that it

results in sub-optimal price estimates obtained in a time-inefficient maimer. The present

invention allows customers and service providers economically to collect and process

price data across a vast multitude ofprice factors for each component which may be

involved in ajob specification in a given industry and to create a price data set which can

be applied to an infinite number ofjobs without further negotiation or bidding efforts,

thereby.providing a time-efficient system and method for optimal price discovery in

commercial industries.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to standardizing price discovery and negotiation in

commercial industries. More specifically, the invention relates to a method and system
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for obtaining, negotiating and standardizing contract prices in a time- and cost-efficient

manner.

A method and system of the present invention allows vendors to understand,

compare and analyze buyers' Demand Sets at a level of detail far in excess of the present

state of the art. The system allows collection ofbid data electronically, preferably online,

in standardized formats specific to the relevant industry. Once collected, the system

automates the analysis of the data to develop a Target Rate List.

According to an embodiment ofthe present invention, a method of standardizing

price discovery and negotiation using a computer processing system comprises receiving

at least one demand for a generic bid; associating with said demand at least one vendor

bid; and analyzing the at least one vendor bid to identify a preferred bid for each

performance element

According to a further embodiment ofthe present invention, a method of

standardizing price discovery and negotiation using a computer processing system

comprises receiving at least one Demand Set comprising a buyer's specifications for

performance elements; associating with said Demand Set at least one vendor bid; and

analyzing the at least one vendor bid to identify a preferred bid for each performance

element.

According to a further embodiment ofthe present invention, a method of

standardizing price discovery and negotiation using a computer processing system

comprises receiving at least one demand for a generic bid; associating with said demand a

first round of at least one vendor bid; analyzing the first round of at least one vendor bid

to identify a first preferred bid; associating with said demand a second round of at least

one vendor bid, wherein said second round of at least one vendor bid is a percentage of

the first preferred bid; and identifying a second preferred bid.

According to a further embodiment ofthe present invention, a method of

standardizing price discovery and negotiation using a computer processing system

comprises receiving at least one Demand Set comprising a buyer's specifications for

performance elements; associating with said Demand Set a first round of at least one

vendor bid; analyzing the first round of at least one vendor bid to identify a first preferred

bid for each performance element; associating with said Demand Set a second round of at
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least one vendor bid for at least one performance element, wherein said second round of

at least one vendor bid is a percentage of the first preferred bid for at least one

performance element; identifying at least one second preferred bid for each performance

element; and compiling a schedule of second preferred bids for each performance

element.

According to a further embodiment of the present invention, a system for

standardizing price discovery and negotiation comprises a receiving device for receiving

at least one Demand Set comprising a buyer's specifications for performance elements; an

associating means for associating with said Demand Set at least one vendor bid; and a

processor for analyzing the at least one vendor bid to identify an preferred bid for each

performance element.

According to a further embodiment of the present invention, a system for

standardizing price discovery and negotiation comprises a receiving device for receiving

at least one Demand Set comprising a buyer's specifications for performance elements; a

means for associating with said Demand Set a first round of at least one vendor bid; a

processor for analyzing the first round of at least one vendor bid to identify a first

preferred bid for each performance element; a means for associating with said Demand

Set a second round of at least one vendor bid for at least one performance element,

wherein said second round of at least one vendor bid is a percentage ofthe first preferred

bid for at least one performance element; a processor for identifying at least a second

preferred bid for each performance element; and a processor for compiling a schedule of

the second preferred bids for each performance element.

According to a further embodiment ofthe present invention, the method and

system allows a buyer economically to solicit multiple rounds ofbids from a vast vendor

set, drastically reducing bilateral negotiations.

According to a further embodiment of the invention, the results ofthe

negotiations are instantiated in an electronic PRIVATE RATECARD calculator that

permits a negotiated outcome customized to each vendor in industries with complex

pricing structures. This is referred to herein as PRIVATE RATECARD contracting.

According to a further embodiment of the invention, a buyer can supplement

PRIVATE RATECARD contracting with spot bidding and/or auction processes.

4
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According to a further embodiment of the invention, a third party may publish a

Public Pricing Index against which other buyers and vendors can refer to express their

prices.

According to a further embodiment, vendors can publish prices expressed in

reference to a Public Pricing Index, thereby creating a PUBLIC RATECARD.

According to a further embodiment, the system allows buyers to utilize look-up

engines and search engines to compare PUBLIC RATECARD prices.

According to a further embodiment, a buyer can use a PUBLIC RATECARD

calculator to discover which vendors provide superior pricing for the buyer's

specifications at a given moment in time.

According to a further embodiment, a buyer also may compare the outcome from

aPUBLIC RATECARD calculator with outcomes from a PRIVATE RATECARD

calculator in order to ascertain the most favorable pricing available to that buyer in the

market. Generally, a buyer generates a Demand Set for performance by a vendor or

vendors in a particular industry, such as the printing industry, the shipping industry or

any other commercial industry in which a buyer needs to procure goods or services. The

Demand Set contains the various elements ofperformance likely to be required in a given

industry, such as specifications and service level requirements. A buyer supplies the raw

data comprising the Demand Set by providing the specifications, for any or all of the

elements, which the buyer has required in the past and/or expects to require in the future.

The Demand Set is made available at a buyer's option, either to all vendors within

an industry or only to those vendors authorized by the buyer to receive the Demand Set.

Preferably, the Demand Set is made available online to all authorized vendors or made

available in any other fashion that is accepted in the relevant industry or preferred by the

parties.

As a vendor receives Demand Sets from buyers, the vendor can analyze them to

determine the attractiveness of each buyer's Demand Set given the vendor's equipment

and capabilities. Preferably, the comparison is conducted by means ofa look-up engine

or a query engine which would allow a vendor to find, compare and analyze portions of

the Demand Set by criteria of interest to the vendor.

5
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A vendor can submit a bid to any received Demand Set. According to a system of

the present invention all vendor bids for a particular Demand Set are collected and

analyzed. Preferably, the collection and analysis are performed online. The analysis is

performed by use of an algorithm that is customizable by the buyer. The output ofthe

analysis is a Target Rate List containing a price for each bid element.

The Target Rate List is visible only to the participating vendors by means of, for

example, being posted online on a website designed for this purpose. The Target Rate

List is utilized as a reference point for all subsequent negotiations between the parties for

performances in the relevant industry. .

Once a Target Rate List is generated and vendors have signaled their willingness

to perform for the buyer at the prices indicated on the Target Price List, a buyer can stop

the bidding process. A buyer also could invite a second round ofbids, where the bids are

expressed as a percentage ofthe Target Rate List.

Either the first or the second or subsequent rounds ofbidding may lead to a

contract for a particular performance or to an agreement to agree on later performances.

An agreement to agree takes the form of a PRIVATE RATECARD, which may be

expressed as a set ofpercentages ofthe corresponding Target Price List or a set of actual

dollar figures. A PRIVATE RATECARD is an electronic or paper schedule, presented in

any acceptable format and containing the set ofagreed upon prices for various

performance elements. A PRIVATE RATECARD also contains a formula which, with

the aid of a PRIVATE RATECARD calculator in accordance with this invention, is used

to translate the schedule of agreed upon prices into a total price for a future specification.

Figure 2 illustrates one embodiment according to the present invention to create a

PRIVATE RATECARD.

A PRIVATE RATECARD is used by a buyer to enter into a contract with a

vendor. A buyer can draft the specification for a given job, preferably by using pre-

prepared templates from a central database; use the PRIVATE RATECARD calculator to

determine the total job price; and, based on the calculations and the particularjob

specification, select one of the vendors whose bid is included in the PRIVATE

RATECARD.
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Optionally, a buyer can supplement the selection process with spot bidding and/or

auction processes. Spot bidding occurs when a vendor bids for a given job specification,

wherein the bid represents a one-job discount from the schedule ofprices which would

otherwise control the calculation of the job price as computed by the PRIVATE

RATECARD calculator. Spot bidding can be used to take advantage ofjob specifications

the price for which may fluctuate depending on the season, the equipment available to a

vendor at a given time, or for any other reason. An auction process can be used alone or

in conjunction with the spot bidding process in order to help price unique elements ofthe

specification which are difficult or not possible to accurately price with the PRIVATE

RATECARD calculator.

A PRIVATE RATECARD calculator also can be used to re-price any number of

change orders and to display the results to both buyer and vendor. Also, a PRIVATE

RATECARD calculator can be adjusted to reflect new pricing information from external

sources, such as, for example, a third party pricing index upon which one or more pricing

elements may be dependent

According to an alternative embodiment ofthe invention, any individual, entity or

organization may publish a Public Pricing Index, containing a schedule oftarget prices,

based on the price collection and target rate determination processes according to this

invention. Once the Public Pricing Index is published, many but not all buyers,

particularly small and midsize companies, will find that they do not need to conduct price

determination and target rate processes. The Public Pricing Index may be adjusted over

time for both macroeconomic factors, such as inflation, and microeconomic factors

particular to the industry, such as a rapid rate of technological advance. A vendor may

publish a public asking price, as described herein, expressed as a percentage ofthe Public

Pricing Index. The resulting schedule is referred to herein as a PUBLIC RATECARD.

The vendor may then make the PUBLIC RATECARD available to buyers in the vendor's

industry, either by posting the PUBLIC RATECARD online or by any other means. A

buyer may contract with a vendor with the most favorable PUBLIC RATECARD or,

alternatively, a buyer may review the available PUBLIC RATECARDS, preferably by

means ofa look-up engine or a search engine that would enable the buyers to search and

compare the PUBLIC RATECARDS by job-elements of interest Optionally, a buyer
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may use a PUBLIC RATECARD calculator to determine the total price for a givenjob

using the pricing schedule in any given PUBLIC RATECARD. Optionally, a buyer then

may compare this output with output obtained by using a PRIVATE RATECARD

calculator used in connection with any of the buyer's PRIVATE RATECARDS.

Embodiments of the present invention are further described hereinbelow.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention is illustrated in the figures ofthe accompanying drawings which are

meant to be exemplary and not limiting, in which like references are intended to refer to

like or corresponding parts, and in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic representation ofone embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 2 is a flow chart illustrating use of an embodiment ofthe present invention to

perform price collection;

FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating use of an embodiment ofthe present invention to

select a pricing basis;

FIG. 4 is an illustration oftarget rate determination;

FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating the use of an embodiment ofthe present

invention to create a PRIVATE RATECARD;

FIG. 6A is a flow chart illustrating the use of an embodiment of the present

invention to enter into contracts using a PRIVATE RATECARD;

FIG. 6B is a flowchart illustrating use of another embodiment ofthe present

invention to enter into contracts using a PRIVATE RATECARD;

FIG. 6C is a flowchart illustrating use of another embodiment ofHie present

invention to enter into contracts using a PRIVATE RATECARD;

FIG. 6D is a flowchart illustrating use of another embodiment ofthe present

invention to enter into contracts using aPRIVATE RATECARD;

FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating use of an embodiment of the present invention to

update PRIVATE RATECARD pricing;

FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating use ofan embodiment of the present invention to

create ajob specification template;

FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating use ofan embodiment of the present invention to

reprice a change order using a PRIVATE RATECARD;

8
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FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating the use of an embodiment of the present

invention allowing an independent party to publish a Public Pricing Index;

FIG. 1 1A is a flow chart illustrating the an alternative embodiment ofthe present

invention comprising using a PUBLIC RATECARD;

FIG. 1 IB is a flow chart illustrating the an alternative embodiment ofthe present

invention comprising using a PUBLIC RATECARD;

FIG. 12 is an illustration of calculations performed by a PRIVATE RATECARD

calculator.

FIG. 1 3A is an illustration of a web page ofone embodiment of a job

specification template according to the present invention.

FIG. 13B is an illustration ofa web page ofone embodiment of ajob specification

template according to the present invention

FIG. 13C is an illustration ofa web page ofone embodiment ofajob specification

template according to the present invention

FIG. 13D is an illustration of a web page ofone embodiment of a job

specification template according to the present invention

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The present invention may be implemented by any computer processing system,

such as, for example, the Internet, any wide area, local or virtual networks or a CD ROM.

Although it is theoretically possible to carry out the principles and methods of the present

invention manually, the overwhelming amount and complexity ofthe data that is usually

involved in the price discovery and standardization processes of this invention, coupled

with realistic time constrains, best lend themselves to computerized manipulation.

Referring to Figure 1, the system ofthe present invention preferably is conducted

online, for example by means of a website which is accessed by buyer(s) 1 and vendors)

2 through a telecommunications network 3. Each buyer 1 can have access to a local

database 6 for storing data related to the buyer's business generally or to a particular

transaction. Each vendor 2 can have access to a database 7 related to the vendor's

business generally or to a particular transaction. One or more buyers 1 can communicate

with one or more vendors 2 through a telecommunications network 3 linked to a central

processing server 4 and associated central database 5. Preferably, the system services the

9
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commercial printing industry, although it will be obvious to one skilled in the art to adopt

the system to other industries, such as, for example, the industries and applications shown

in Table 1, which is attached at the end ofthe specification.

Minimize Risk Premia in the Buyer's Demand Set

Traditionally, vendor estimation algorithms included implicit and explicit

attempts to price-in unknown elements ofthe buyer's Demand Set (described below).

Allowing authorized vendors automated access to a buyer's Demand Set minimizes the

number ofunknown elements previously hidden within the Demand Set, thereby

reducing the number of assumptions required of the vendor and the corresponding risk

premia incorporated by the vendor into bid prices. The end result is lower prices to

commercial print buyers.

A buyer posts a Demand Set for commercial print work on a central database

associated with the website. A Demand Set contains a buyer's specifications for

performance elements, such as, for example, print job requests and related specifications

for those jobs. In the print industry, such requests and related specification include, for

example, quantity, attributes of the product to be produced (such as, for example, finished

product dimensions, number ofpages, number of colors, grade and finish ofpaper, type

ofbinding, type ofpacking), service level requirements (such as, for example, the length

ofthe manufacturing window which the buyer affords the vendor to manufacture the

product) and quality requirements. A Demand Set need not be restricted to containing

historical information, it could also contain the buyer's best estimate of future needs as

well. The posted Demand Set is accessible to an authorized list ofvendors, selected by

the buyer. To aid a buyer, the system includes an inventory ofvendors; however, a buyer

may select vendors that are not included in the system's inventory. Various security

procedures that are known in the art, such as, for example, user identification passwords

or party enablement in trading systems, can be used to limit access to the buyer's

information to the authorized vendor list. It is also possible to allow a buyer the option to

include the Demand Set in a separate freely searchable public database available to all

vendors to, for example, allow a vendor to find buyers with Demand Sets that are most

suitable to that vendor's equipment and capabilities.

10
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The Demand Set information is presented in an interactive, searchable format,

preferably in a drill down form, although other interactive formats and search engines,

and on-line analytical processing techniques known in the art may be used. The Demand

Set information may be searched using multiple queries on one or more attributes of the

data contained therein. For example, an interactive drill down format may be structured

by allowing a vendor to search by various categories, such as by searching for buyers

who routinely request long runs with a high number ofcolors and a saddle stitched

binding. The search results can be displayed in summary format, which is customizable

by the vendor. Previous attempts to solve the embedded risk premia problem in

commercial print pricing have produced limited results. A buyer generally furnishes a

manual written summary describing the Demand Set to the vendor population. Due to

time constraints, this manual written summary would not quantitatively delineate, on

either a historical or a prospective basis, the relative dollar and production volume

distribution ofwork performed by the buyer across the principal commercial print

manufacturing technologies (for example, sheetfed, halfweb, and fullweb), color

requirements (for example, preparation ofwork below 3 colors, 4-6 colors, and 6 colors),

and finishing requirements. The vendor would be left to guess these parameters.

Price Collection

Each vendor that is interested in a buyer's Demand Set submits a bid. Preferably

a buyer collects bids after publishing a Demand Set; however, a buyer may omit this step

and collect generic bids without this information. Example 1 shows one embodiment of

the price collection process according to this invention as applied to the commercial print

industry.

Referring to Figure 2, price collection involves selecting the pricing basis, step

201, and building an Internet or other computerized application to collect the prices in

accord with the pricing basis selected, step 202.

Selecting a pricing basis for each category in a given industry requires identifying

the nature of the product or service that is being priced Referring to Figure 3, the first

question, in step 301, in making this determination is whether Stock-Keeping-Units

("SKUs'*) or SKU Equivalents exist within the category. The pricing basis of the product

or service is said to be SKU Based when there exists an identifiable SKU or "SKU

11
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Equivalent" (as described below) with known or ascertainable specifications which

completely describe the product or service. A SKU is most readily identifiable on a

product when the seller affixes the SKU designation to the product itself, or otherwise

assigns and makes publicly available a unique SKU designation for a distinct product or

service (a "SKU Number"). There must always be a 1-to-l relationship between a SKU

Number or a SKU Equivalent and the specifications which uniquely define the product or

service. SKU Equivalents are numeric or alphanumeric descriptors that are functionally

equivalent to a SKU Number, but are called by a different name by trade or custom. For

example, the electronics industry commonly uses a model number to uniquely identify

the products available for sale by a given manufacturer, therefore, model numbers in the

electronics industry are SKU Equivalents. Although, SKU Numbers and SKU

Equivalents are most commonly used in a product context to refer to a finished output of

any stage of a manufacturing or delivery process, it is not uncommon to see SKU

Equivalents in the service sector. A prominent example of a SKU Equivalent in the

service sector is the American Medical Association's Current Procedure Terminology

(CPT®) procedure coding system. CPT is a widely accepted listing of descriptive terms

and identifying codes for reporting medical services under public and private health

insurance programs. A physician using the CPT procedure coding system itemizes the

procedures performed and the resulting charges generated for a given patient by

identifying the CPT code for each procedure performed on the patient invoice. Because

there is a 1-to-l relationship between CPT codes and procedures, the health plan

administrator can readily identify each procedure and apply complex benefit formulas

based on those procedures to process claims.

IfSKU or SKU equivalents exist or can be readily created, then, as shown in step

302 ofFigure 3, the pricing basis of the product or service is SKU based.

Ifno SKU Number or SKU Equivalent exists for the product or service, then the

pricing basis ofthe product or service is not SKU-Based. In this case, as shown in Figure

3, step 303, the second question is whether the pricing basis ofthe product or service is

Metered Usage Based. If so, then, as shown in step 304, the Metered Usage pricing basis

applies. In a Metered Usage Based product or service, the buyer has great difficulty

specifying prior to purchase, the exact quantity of the good or service to be consumed.

12
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As a result, the buyer and seller agree in advance of the purchase to a pricing basis based

on the rate ofconsumption of the good or service (dollar amount per unit consumed)

during a specified amount of time. Importantly, the total invoice amount for a given

period can only be known in retrospect after the consumption occurs. Generally, the

buyer and seller make special provisions for monitoring the amount of consumption that

occurs over time, and often there is a formalized consumption measuring device or other

informal arrangement to serve the same purpose. For example, utilities and utility-like

products and services are often Metered Usage services, with electricity, water, and

natural gas most frequently priced on a Metered Usage basis. However, many

professional services are also Metered Usage based services. Lawyers, for example,

often bill clients for legal services rendered at an hourly billing rate, often without an

explicit cap on fees to be incurred for a given project.

Ifthe pricing basis for a given product or service is neither SKU nor Metered

Usage, then referring Figure 3, step 305, the third question is whether the buyer perceives

the nature ofthe product or service to be unique. If so, then, as shown in step 306, the

Star System pricing basis applies. Under the Star System pricing basis, the price for the

service is de-coupled from any explicit or implicit productivity metrics which would tie

any given level of input to the output. For example, the fee a sports celebrity may be able

to command from an advertiser for making available his or her image or likeness in the

promotion of a product or service may have no relation whatsoever to the level oftime or

effort expended by the celebrity in endorsing the product A tennis celebrity may need

only to sign a contract a supply a signature for reproduction onto mass produced tennis

racquet in order to generate an endorsement fee from an athletic equipment manufacturer.

For these categories, the pricing basis is dollars per transaction, where the transaction is

often an endorsement.

If the pricing basis for a given product or service is not SKU, nor Metered Usage,

nor Star System, then referring to Figure 3, step 307, the fourth question is whether

outputs productivity are linked to inputs, which requires detennining whether factor

inputs are linked to outputs via explicit or implicit productivity metrics. Ifsuch

productivity metrics exist, then, as shown in step 308, the pricing basis for the category is

Productivity-Linked. The Productivity Linked pricing basis occurs frequently when labor

13
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is a large factor input in a category and the bidder has replicated the tasks to be

performed often enough to create a high degree ofpredictability as to the ultimate amount

of labor required to complete the job. For example, a Productivity Linked pricing basis

can be found in base building cleaning where contracts are typically priced as a periodic

fixed dollar amounts in exchange for a very well-defined level of cleaning services on a

scheduled basis over an extended period of time. Increases or decreases in the cleaning

service level translate directly into higher or lower costs. Some types ofprofessional

services such as audits performed by public accounting firms typically have a

Productivity Linked pricing basis as well. Productivity-Linked categories have a dual

pricing basis: bids should be organized around both the final job price and the (implicit

or explicit) assumption regarding the productivity of the staff assigned to the work

consistent with the final job price.

Ifthe pricing basis for a given product or service is not SKU, nor Metered Usage,

nor Star System, nor Productivity-Linked, then referring to Figure 3, step 309, the fifth

question is whether the product or service pools risks among buyers. If so, then, as

shown in step 310, the pricing basis is Statistical Aggregation based. The Statistical

Aggregation pricing basis exists when products or services are assembled from

components that are priced based on the statistical properties ofrisk pools. For example,

most insurance products and insurance-like products such as maintenance warranty

services have a Statistical Aggregation pricing basis, because the bidder must calculate a

claim or service incidence across a group, or pool, ofcovered risks. Statistical

Aggregation categories have a dual pricing basis: bids should be organized around both

the price for accepting the risk for the entire pool for a given period oftime (this figure is

called the premium in insurance categories) as well as the implied incidence of a covered

events during the term covered by the bid. Implicitly, these two figures allow the

computation ofthe per-event price underlying the premium. For example, in personal

computer maintenance warranty contracts, the pricing basis for a well constructed bid

should include both the aggregate cost ofmaintenance coverage for the term and the

expected number ofcovered repair events during the term.

Finally, ifthe pricing basis for a given product or service is not SKU, nor Metered

Usage, nor Star System, nor Productivity-Linked, nor Statistical Aggregation, then
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referring to Figure 3, step 312, the pricing basis is Custom Assembled Components. In

Custom Assembled Components categories, the price of the finished good or service is

built up, or assembled, from the price of the underlying manufacturing processes or

components required to make the good or service. Often, there is no consistency in

specifications across finished goods or completed services rendered by companies in

custom assembled components industries. That is, every job that they perform may

indeed be different from every other job that they perform. In these types ofCustom

Assembled Components industries, the pricing basis is the components themselves. In

process based manufacturing industries, the components are the processes. For example,

in general commercial printing, the pricing basis is the set of discrete job steps required to

manufacture commercial printed matter, rather than the finished specification for the

matter.

Creating a Target Rate List

In the traditional commercial print environment, incumbent vendors who glean

the outlines of a buyer's Demand Set by virtue oftheir incumbency gain a considerable

pricing advantage over non-incumbent vendors. An intent ofthe present invention is to

level the playing filed between incumbent and non-incumbent vendors in an economical

fashion. In an embodiment ofthe invention it would be possible for a buyer to link its

purchasing transaction processing system so as to continuously update the Demand Set

visible to its authorized vendors.

Once all the bids are collected, a system ofthe present invention uses an

algorithm to analyze all of the data collected for each bid element and to identify a

preferred bid for each element. As referred to herein, a preferred bid is any bid which is

preferred by the buyer based on any one or more criteria. Any number of algorithms

known in the art may be used to determine a preferred bid. For example, the data may be

organized in rank, order, lowest to highest for each element of the bids. The selection

parameter ofthe algorithm is customizable. For example, a buyer may specify an output

where, given "m" vendors and m>"n", the nth lowest bid is chosen as the preferred bid

for each bid element An alternate algorithm may be to use the mean or median bid as

the preferred bid. The output is a Target Rate List, setting forth one target price for each
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bid element. Preferably, the Target Rate List is subsequently adjusted to achieve internal

consistency of the prices, either by blunt ocular analysis or by computerized means.

Figure 4 shows one example ofa target rate determination, using the nth lowest

bid price algorithm. The figure shows a matrix 400 comprising 653 different price

elements 401 collected from each participating vendor 402. The target rate 403 for each

price element 401 in each horizontal row ofthe matrix 400 is then determined by ranking

the prices collected from the vendors 402 in connection with each price element 401 and

then choosing the nth lowest price for each price element 401.

The Target Rate List is visible to all vendors, such as, for example, by means of

being posted on the website. The present invention utilizes the Target Rate List as a

reference point for subsequent negotiations, thereby avoiding time consuming and

cumbersome bilateral negotiations customarily engaged in by industry participants.

Preferably, a buyer invites a second round ofbids at this juncture, although the

second round ofbids is optional. Conventionally, second round bids would result in

bilateral negotiations over each element ofthe Target Rate List. However, according to

the present invention, a buyer solicits second round bids expressed as a percentage ofthe

Target Rate List. For example, a vendor may submit a second bid at 5% above the entire

Target Rate List. Thus, according to the present invention a buyer can simultaneously

negotiate with a vast set ofvendors in a timely and cost-efficient manner to obtain

optimal prices.

The bid price for each element ofthe printing process may be expressed as a

different percentage ofthe corresponding element in the Target Rate List. Also, it is

possible to subdivide the hundreds of individual pricing elements involved in the printing

process into a small number ofbuckets. A bucket, as referred to herein, is a collection of

individual public pricing elements, as defined by industry custom or agreed upon by the

parties. Examples ofbuckets may include paper, pre-press, die-manufacturing, press,

post-press/off-line finishing and packing, shipping and warehousing. The bid price for

each bucket may be expressed as a different percentage ofthe corresponding bucket in

the Target Rate List For example, the bid price for the pre-press bucket may be

expressed as 5% over the corresponding bucket in the Target Rate List whereas the public
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asking price for off-line finishing bucket may be expressed as 4% under the

corresponding bucket in the Target Rate List.

PRIVATE RATECARD Contracting

The secondary round ofbids may lead to a contract for all or some ofthe bid

elements ofbuckets or an agreement to agree as to how pricing will be determined for

future work conducted by a vendor or vendors on behalf of the buyer over a finite period.

Such contracts or agreements can be incorporated into a conventional commercial

contract ifthe parties desire.

An agreement to agree takes the form of a schedule referred to herein as a

PRIVATE RATECARD, which may be expressed as a percentage ofthe corresponding

Target Rate List or an actual dollar figure. Figure 5 shows how a PRIVATE

RATECARD can be created according to an embodiment of this invention. Step 501

asks whether a buyer's Demand Set data exists or whether it can be generated. If so, then

step 502 minimizes the risk premia in the buyer's demand set by allowing a vendor to

find buyers with Demand Sets that are most suitable to that vendor's equipment and

capabilities. IfDemand Set data for a buyer does not exist and cannot be generated, then

the buyer can supply general specification requirements which are not as detailed as data

in a Demand Set would be. Subsequent to step 502, or ifDemand Set data does not exist

and cannot be generated, the process moves to step 503, price collection, then to step 504,

target rate determination, and then to step 505, PRIVATE RATECARD contracting, as

discussed below.

-A buyer may have one PRIVATE RATECARD for all vendors or a separate

PRIVATE RATECARD for each vendor or group ofvendors, as the buyer desires.

Preferably, a PRIVATE RATECARD is maintained by the parties in confidence,

although it may be publicly released ifthe parties agree.

A PRIVATE RATECARD is an electronic or paper schedule that contains (1) a

set ofprices agreed upon between the buyer and the vendor at the conclusion of the

negotiations and (2) a formula used to translate a specification for a future job into a total

job price using the agreed upon set ofprices. The formula is usually a linear combination

ofthe pricing elements on the PRIVATE RATECARD. Usually, less than 10% ofthe

bidding elements on the PRIVATE RATECARD are involved in any one job.
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Preferably, each PRIVATE RATECARD has an expiration date mutually agreed upon by

the buyer and the vendor(s).

According to this invention, a standard PRIVATE RATECARD structure allows

an independent third party to perform a pricing comparison, evaluation and ranking

between pools ofbuyers, pools of vendors, or both.

PRIVATE RATECARD Calculator

Figure 6A illustrates an embodiment ofhow a PRIVATE RATECARD in the

commercial printing industry may be used to enter into a contract between a buyer and a

vendor, although modifications to this process will be obvious to one skilled in the art. In

step 601, when a buyer with a PRIVATE RATECARD needs a print job, the buyer drafts

the specifications for the job (which can include any or all ofthe pricing elements in the

PRIVATE RATECARD, depending on the job). The buyer then uses a PRIVATE

RATECARD calculator to derive the total price for thatjob, step 602. The buyer then

selects a printer, step 603 and the printer executes the buyer's job, step 604.

The PRIVATE RATECARD calculator derivation can be obtained by any means

known in the art, one ofwhich is illustrated in Figure 12. Figure 12 shows an example of

how a calculator derivation ofthe total job price in the printing industry can be obtained

for ajob request for a monarch size, 3 panel, 6 color brochure. First, the relevant

specifications 1200 are selected. Then, calculations to determine paper cost 1201 are

performed, since paper cost is usually calculated separately in the printing industry.

Paper cost calculations 1201 comprise of determining ratecard figures 1202 from the

buyer's PRIVATE RATECARD, such as the price per color and/or per pound ofpaper;

the basic parameters 1203, such as the number ofcolors and pounds ofpaper required;

and the total estimates 1204 for the paper cost calculations 1201 for the job. Then, print

and finishing cost calculations 1205 are performed. These calculations also comprise

ratecard figures 1206, for the various elements ofthe print and finishing costs from the

buyer's PRIVATE RATECARD; basic parameters 1207 for these elements; and the total

estimate 1208 for the print and finishing cost calculations 1205 for the job. The paper

cost calculations 1201 and the print and finishing cost calculations 1205 are then added

together to obtain the total price for the job.
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Preferably, the PRIVATE RATECARD calculator is an online calculator that

includes a look-up engine for locating the relevant bid elements or buckets. The

PRIVATE RATECARD calculator implements the PRIVATE RATECARD formula for

the agreed upon prices for the relevant bidding elements or buckets and outputs a final

price calculation. The format ofthe output is customizable by the user.

Preferably, the PRIVATE RATECARD calculator is implemented over the

Internet to facilitate updates ofthe calculator to reflect changes in macroeconomic and

microeconomic factors, to accommodate new advances in the relevant technology and to

reflect changes to the PRIVATE RATECARD schedule ofprices. Such implementation

also would allow linking an online PRIVATE RATECARD calculator to any of a number

ofcommercial print workflow systems known in the art to achieve efficient pricing and

workflow for print procurement work.

The PRIVATE RATECARD calculator can derive prices for multiple PRIVATE

RATECARDS. Due to the amount and complexity of the data involved, this task would

be immensely burdensome and virtually unmanageable ifone were to attempt it

manually.

Once the price is calculated, the buyer contacts any ofthe vendors that had

previously agreed to the PRIVATE RATECARD schedule to perform the job. As a

result of having aPRIVATE RATECARD calculator, preferably online, a buyer or any

employee in a buyer's organization can apply the latest contract terms correctly, ensuring

that the negotiated contract rates are actually used in every transaction.

Alternative Embodiment ofPRIVATE RATECARD Contracting

A buyer may facilitate completion of the specification drafting step by the use of

templates. For example, a buyer may create a newjob specification either by entering

job requirements into an empty (or ^lank") structured data entry template designed for

this purpose, or by utilizing pre-populated templates. As was described above, job

specification data can include, for example, such job attributes as quantity, finished size,

paper type, numbers of colors, pre-press, and finishing requirements. In some cases, the

buyer may have process specifications for ajob as well, such as, for example,

requirements for specific press type(s) and/or paper sheet size(s). Process specifications
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are important if the buyer has, for example, pre-purchased a custom paper inventory of a

given sheet size that he desires to use for the job at hand.

Figures 6B-6D show an alternative embodiment ofhow a PRIVATE

RATECARD can be used to enter into a contract between a buyer and a vendor. The

embodiment shown in Figures 6B-D expands upon the embodiment shown in Figure 6A.

Referring to Figure 6B-D, series of flowchart boxes are grouped within dotted-line boxes

and each group of flowchart boxes is labeled with a circled number from 1 to 4. Circled

number 1 corresponds to the first flowchart box ofFigure 6A, circled number 2

corresponds to the second flowchart box in Figure 6A and so on.

Referring to the first dotted-line box ofFigure 6B, the first step of the

specification drafting process, step 620, is to determine whether a pre-populated template

exists for the job at hand. Ifno, a buyer enters all relevant job attributes into an empty

job specification template, step 621. Ifyes, abuyer creates a newjob specification by

selecting an existing, pre-populated job specification template from a central database

and modifying, ifnecessary, the default values on that template for the job at hand, step

622. Given the length of a precise specification for ajob in some industries, such as, for

example, commercial print, a database ofpre-populated templates can eliminate

considerable redundant data entry ifthe buyer performs similar classes ofwork on a

regular basis and/or where many classes ofjobs likely would share similar specifications.

Referring to the second dotted-line box ofFigure 6B, once abuyer has entered a

job specification, the system ofthe present invention calculates the total job price by

using the previously negotiated prices for each vendor stored in the system, as well as by

using the pricing equations comprising the PRIVATE RATECARD to calculate each

vendor's contract price for the given job, step 623. To perform these computations, the

system ofthe present invention retrieves from the central database the vendor prices that

were established at the conclusion ofthe Target Rate List determination process.

Further referring to the second dotted-line box ofFigure 6B, the PRIVATE

RATECARD calculation process allows the system ofthe present invention to generate a

list ofvendors capable ofperforming thejob as specified given the pricing information

known to the system and informs the buyer ofeach vendor's totaljob price from the

PRIVATE RATECARD calculator. Optionally, the system ofthe present invention can
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inform the buyer of differences among vendors both at the job component and the total

job cost levels, thereby expsoing price variances and identifying vendor production

specialties, step 624. For example, in the commercial print industry, such a comparison

can be performed at the pre-press, press, finishing, and paper components ofthe job.

This capability of the present invention allows the buyer to identify vendor production

specialties and to expose otherwise hidden price variances which can provide the buyer

with an informational advantage during any subsequent negotiations that may take place

between the buyer and one or more ofthe vendors for the job.

Referring to the third dotted-line box shown in Figure 6C, the buyer then selects a

subset ofvendors to participate in further negotiations for the job at hand, step 625. This

step is preferable because not all vendors known to the system may be able to execute a

given job. For example, some vendors may be unable to price one or more ofthe

specifications for the job due to lack of access to certain expensive, specialized pieces of

equipment required for fulfilling a given specification. Also, the buyer may optionally

choose to take into account qualitative factors known only to the buyer in selecting the

list ofvendors to participate in further negotiations for the job.

Further referring to Figure 6C, the buyer then can determine whether to invite one

or more vendors from the selected subset ofvendors to review the job specifications, step

626. For example, the buyer can engage in this activity ifhe is uncertain of the technical

feasibility ofthe specification as drafted and wants to obtain confirmation from the

prospective vendors working on the job as to the feasibility ofthe specification. This

situation arises often in industries with complex specifications, and different vendors

frequently adopt different strategies for overcoming technical obstacles presented by any

given specification. The optional invitation process ofthe present invention creates a

structured mechanism for dialogue to occur between buyer and vendor regarding how

obstacles presented by a given specification may be overcome, while at the same time

ensuring that, should modifications to the specification be required in order to overcome

such difficulties, the buyer is fully informed as to the cost impact any such modifications.

Ifthe buyer choses to notify a selected subset ofvendors to review thejob

sepecifications, the system, in step 627, notifies the vendor or vendors selected by the

buyer to review the job specifications and correct any errors or omissions. The notified
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vendors review the job specifications, step 628, and submit any revised specifications to

the system, which in turn tabulates the specification revisions and the associated job cost

impact by employing the PRIVATE RATECARD calculator on any specification

revisions, step 629.

The system can perform as many iterations ofthe specification review process as

the buyer determines are warranted. All changes to the specification and pricing are

tracked by the system and stored in an associated database, so that the buyer can view the

vendor responses and any corresponding price implications throughout the entire

specification review process.

The buyer may also optionally engage in spot bidding, step 630, either after

completing the specification review process or directly after the step 626, of selecting a

subset ofvendors to participate in further negotiation for the award ofthe job. A spot bid

is described herein as a bid, submitted by a vendor to a buyer, for a given job

specification which represents a one-job discount from the schedule of prices which

would otherwise control the calculation of the job price as computed by the PRIVATE

RATECARD calculator. Such a bid could be expressed as a percentage reduction of the

total job price or as a set ofpercentage reductions corresponding to one or more elements

ofthe rates comprising the PRIVATE RATECARD between vendor(s) and buyer. The

present invention provides an automated means to collect and process multiple spot bids

from any or all vendors selected by a buyer during a bid process for a given job.

According to this embodiment, a buyer indicates that he wishes to conduct a spot

bid and then identifies the vendors with whom he desires to conduct such spot bidding.

The system notifies the selected vendors ofthe buyer's interest in conducting a spot bid,

step 63 1 . The notified vendors then have an opportunity to submit spot bid(s), to review

their previous bid(s) and to create or increase the spot bid(s) discount for a given job, step

632. The system tracks all spot bids, step 633. Optionally, the system can display to the

participating vendors their relative ranking versus the other vendors at any given moment

during the spot bidding process. The buyer decides when to end the spot bidding process,

generally after no further bids are received from the participating vendors or after a finite

amount oftime has elapsed.
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The spot bidding process in combination with a PRIVATE RATECARD

comprises a highly effective price discovery mechanism that is able to achieve at least

two objectives for a buyer. First, a PRIVATE RATECARD pricing structure between a

vendor and a buyer comprises a ceiling price for manyjobs comprising a broad scope of

work (as contrasted with a specification for a single job) that assures a buyer of a fixed

pricing structure for a set term. Second, a spot bidding capability allows a buyer to fully

exploit any demand variations which create idle capacity in an industry. For example,

many industries have seasonality and other load imbalances, and for these industries it is

highly advantageous for a buyer to combine a ceiling-price PRIVATE RATECARD

structure (which eliminates pricing
6

*peaks") with the ability to efficiently seek additional

discounts for attributes tied to the job itself (to take advantage of any pricing 'Valleys"),

such as the time ofyear in which the job is to be performed, or tied to requirements for

specialized machinery when it is widely known that such machinery has seasonal demand

variations.

Referring to step 634 ofFigure 6C, a buyer also may optionally engage in an

auction process to contribute to the decision regarding the job award. A buyer can

engage in the auction process after completing the spot bidding process and/or after

completing thejob specification review process, or directly after the step of selecting a

subset ofvendors to participate in further negotiation for the award ofthe job. The system

of the present invention allows the buyer to conduct an auction on any portion ofthe job,
r

step 635. Some job specifications may contain pricing elements that are so unique as to

be difficult to calculate by using a PRIVATE RATECARD calculator. In these

situations, a buyer may prefer to discover the most advantageous pricing option(s) for the

unique elements ofthe job specification by engaging in an auction process. Many

auction forms are known in the art, such as, for example, the English auction, the Dutch

auction or the Vickrey auction. Since the auction process can be conducted after the spot

bid process, the present invention optionally allows a buyer to combine the spot bidding

process with the auction process in a consolidated spot-bid/auction forjobs that have

specifications that can be only partly priced by the PRIVATE RATECARD calculator.

The reason why a buyer would employ PRIVATE RATECARD contracting

supplemented by additional job-level bidding such as spot bids and auctions is that for
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many commercial procurements, simpler procurement processes (e.g., one job at a time

price discovery or so called
<c
bid and buy" methods) yield higher prices to the buying

organization. The present invention allows the standardization and automation ofthese

steps which constitute an advance in the art ofcommercial procurement price discovery.

Referring to step 636 of Figure 6C, the buyer selects the most appropriate vendor

for thejob at the conclusion ofthe job specification review process and/or the spot

bidding process and/or the auction process, or directly after selecting a subset ofvendors

to participate in further negotiation for the award of the job. Once a buyer selects a

vendor to perform a particular print job, the system ofthe present invention notifies the

vendor ofthe award, step 637. Referring to the fourth dotted-line box in Figure 6D, the

vendor then executes the job, step 638.

PRIVATE RATECARD Pricing Updates

In conjunction with the PRIVATE RATECARD schedule, a buyer and one or

more of its vendors may agree to base the price for one or more of the pricing elements of

a PRIVATE RATECARD on a well known, third party pricing index published on a

known frequency. An example of a third party pricing index factor can be, for example,

the price ofmarket pulp in the commercial print industry. The price for market pulp is

widely watched and quoted by reliable third parties in the paper industry because it is an

important factor input to many grades ofpaper. A buyer of, for example, business forms

could desire to tie the price ofthe paper consumed by its business forms vendors so as to

constrain the paper component ofthe total job cost to no more than the market price of

pulp times a factor negotiated between the buyer and the buyer's commercial printers.

Such an arrangement would provide the buyer with complete transparency to the price

determination mechanism for an important factor input in its supply chain. In this

example, the important factor is the paper incorporated into the finished product

purchased from the final vendor in the supply chain, which is the business forms

commercial printer. A buyer desiring to establish a pricing relationship influenced by a

third party pricing index factor can choose a pricing index factor which is published by a

reliable third party source and then negotiate the functional relationship ofthe published

pricing index factor to the attribute of interest in the PRIVATERATECARD with its
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vendors. Buyers could use the Target Rate List determination process described above to

negotiate this price.

Referring to Figure 7, step 701, a system of the present invention can receive new

pricing information from a number of external sources, including information based on a

third party pricing index factor or a bid submission from a vendor that either provides

new pricing to a buyer or revises existing pricing previously submitted to that buyer.

This information is then used to adjust the PRIVATE RATECARD calculations.

Referring to step 702 ofFigure 7, as updates to the external information occur, the system

of the present invention stores old pricing information in a central database and updates

the old pricing information with the new pricing information. As will be apparent to one

skilled in the art, an automated updating system with extremely rapid cycle times can be

developed for industries that require rapid updates.

Job Specification Template Creation

A buyer can create a job specification template for one or more classes ofjobs

which share common specification attributes, thus.reducing data entry time in the future.

Referring to Figure 8, step 801, abuyer can enterjob specifications into a blank job

template, directing the system of the present invention to save the set of specifications as

a template. The system ofthe present invention then stores the newly created template in

a central database for later retrieval, step 802. The design of the templates is tied to the

input parameters required by the PRIVATERATECARD calculator, thereby insuring

thatjob specifications which have a significant impact on cost are always specifically

identified. For example, ifpaper-size is a critical element of the job specification, the

"paper-size" field will be a required field.

Figures 13A-D show several webpages containing a template for the printing

industry. The template shown in Figures 13A-D captures the input which is needed to

perform the calculations by the PRIVATERATECARD calculator shown in Figure 12.

Referring to the webpage shown in Figure 13A, the input includes the run output fields

1300, which determines whether the main 1301, cover 1302 and tab 1303 pages are

required. Figure 13A then shows the fields for entering specifications for the main 1301

page. Figure 13A shows specification information for the type ofpaper 1305 required,

including whether it is standard 1306 paper or not and, ifnot, the type 1307, weight 1308,
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grade 1309 and finish 1310 of the required paper. Figure 13A also shows the

specification information for the press 1311 requirements, such as whether defaults are

accepted 1312 and information about the finished piece pages 1313, including whether

the size ofthe finished piece pages 1313 is standard 1314 or custom 1315 and, ifcustom

1315, what the required width 1316 and length 1317 are; the press type 1318; the press

sheet size 1319 and whether it is standard 1314 or custom 1315; and the run type 1320 *

and whether it is ups 1321 or custom 1315. Figure 13A also shows fields for ink 1322

specifications, including font 1323 and back 1324 and other specifications related thereto.

Figure 13B shows further requirements for the main 1301 page, including the type 1325

and number 1326 ofplates 1324 required as well as inline finishing and folding 1327

specifications, such as scoring and perforation 1328, inline folding 1329 and number of

folds 1330.

Referring to the webpages shown in Figures 13B-13C, similar information about

the specifications for paper 1332, press 1333, ink 1334, plates 1335 and inline finishing

and folding 1336 is then gathered for the cover 1302 page. Referring to the webpages

shown in Figures 13C-13D, similar information about the specifications for paper 1338,

press 1339, ink 1340, plates 1350 and inline finishing and folding 1351 is then gathered

for the tab 1303 page.

Templates for a PRIVATE RATECARD calculation system are designed with full

knowledge ofthe pricing mechanics underlying the template and the job specification

itself that would ultimately be used to determine the total cost ofany givenjob

encountered by a buyer. Preferably, the templates are comprised mostly ofdrop down

boxes or the like, and little free-form input, so as to better guide the user ofthe template

towards altering all ofthe information necessary for the ultimate determination ofthe

total cost ofa given job.

Re-pricing Change Orders Using a PRIVATE RATECARD

A buyer may use a system ofthe present invention to re-price a change order

using a PRIVATE RATECARD calculator. A conventional change order process is a

process wherein either the buyer or the vendor changes the parameters of the order prior

to the order's performance. The conventional change order process can occur in any

industry where there is a gap in time between the moment in time that a givenjob is
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awarded and the moment in time when the specific performance related to the award

occurs. For example, industries such as construction and commercial print are widely

known to use change orders extensively. In the conventional change order process, either

the buyer or the vendor initiates the change order, usually because ofsome unanticipated

reason for a variance between the original job specifications and the actual job

requirements.

The next step in the conventional process is for.one ofthe two parties to write

down the details ofthe change order, and, importantly, for the vendor to inform the buyer

ifthe modifications reflected in the change order result in any adjustment to the overall

job price. That is, in the conventional change order process, the vendor re-estimates the

job price given the new specification. The receiving party (the buyer in the case of

vendor-initiated change orders, but the reverse is possible as well), then must decide

whether to accept the new job specification. Assuming that the receiving party accepts

the new job specification and any corresponding changes in the job price, the

conventional change order process ends.

The system ofthe present invention differs from the conventional change order

process by changing the process and mechanism by which the price of a change order is

calculated. Figure 9 shows the advantages ofusing a PRIVATE RATECARD as

compared to the conventional change order process. As in the conventional change order

process, either buyer or vendor may initiate a change order. Referring to step 901 of

Figure 9, a user ofthe system ofthe present invention, whether a buyer or a vendor,

decides to initiate a change order. The next step, 902, is to determine whether the buyer

has aPRIVATE RATECARD with the vendor. If so, either party can modify the

specifications for the job in the PRIVATE RATECARD calculator, step 903, which

displays the results to both parties, step 905. Thus, the PRIVATE RATECARD calculator

and not the vendor controls the pricing ofchange orders. Ifthe buyer does not have a

PRIVATE RATECARD with the vendor, the party initiating the change order (the buyer,

for purposes of step 904 ofFigure 9) engages in the conventional change order process,

submits a written change order, the vendor re-estimates the job and provides the buyer

with the pricing revisions. The next step in both situations is step 906, to determine

whether party receiving the change order accepts the changes. Ifnot, in step 907, the
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system of the present invention notifies the initiator of the change order that the change

order was rejected by the receiving party. If the changes are accepted, in step 908, the

system of the present invention updates the specifications ofrecord for the job.

Public Pricing Index

According to another embodiment of the present invention, any individual, entity

or organization may publish a Public Pricing Index, containing a schedule oftarget

prices, based on the price collection and target rate determination processes. Figure 10

shows the price collection step, step 1001; the target rate determination step, step 1002;

and the step ofpublishing a schedule or prices to create a Public Pricing Index.

According to a further embodiment ofthe present invention, a vendor calculates a

public asking price. As referred to herein, a public asking price is a price at which a

vendor is willing and able to make available for sale the goods and/or services to which

the price applies. A vendor then publishes the public asking price expressed as a

percentage of, over or under, the Public Pricing Index. Figure 1 1A shows the steps of a

vendor retrieving the Public Pricing Index, step 1101; calculating the public asking

price(s) as a percentage ofthe Public Pricing Index, step 1 102; and publishing its public

asking prices via a medium, such as the Internet, designed for this purpose, step 1 103.

A vendor's public asking price also could be expressed in several hundred

percentages, in a corresponding one-to-one relationship with each element in the Public

Pricing Index. Also, it is possible to subdivide the hundreds ofindividual pricing

elements involved in the printing process into a small number of buckets. The public

asking price for each bucket may be expressed as a different percentage ofthe Public

Pricing Index. For example, the public asking price for the pre-press bucket may be

expressed as 5% over the corresponding bucket in the Public Pricing Index whereas the

public asking price for the off-line finishing bucket may be expressed as 4% under the

corresponding bucket in the Public Pricing Index.

A vendor's published public asking price is referred to herein as a PUBLIC

RATECARD. A PUBLIC RATECARD may be expressed as a percentage ofthe

corresponding Public Pricing Index or an actual dollar figure. The PUBLIC

RATECARD may be posted on a website designed for this purpose or published by any

other means known in the art.
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A buyer is able to review all of the PUBLIC RATECARDS published, preferably

via a website designed for this purpose, preferably by means of a look up engine or a

search engine. Most preferably, the buyer is able to compare the pricing information in

the published PUBLIC RATECARDS across relevant elements or buckets. Upon

completion of the review, a buyer may contract with any of the vendors as desired.

Alternatively, referring to Figure 1 IB, a buyer may draft a specification for a job,

step 1 104, and then use a PUBLIC RATECARD calculator to determine the best public

price for the job, step 1 105. On any given job, it is likely that only a fraction ofthe

hundreds ofprices comprising the structure of a PUBLIC RATECARD are relevant to

that job. Furthermore, ofthe small number ofrelevant prices, a select few values will be

determinative ofthe lowest price vendor for eachjob. In drafting a specification for a

job, a buyer may use a pre-existing template or a blank template from a central database,

as disclosed above in reference to PRIVATE RATECARD contracting. A PUBLIC

RATECARD calculator derives a final contract price similarly to the way a PRIVATE

RATECARD calculator does so. In addition, aPUBLIC RATECARD calculator is able

to inventory and locate the PUBLIC RATECARDS wherever they are published. This

may achieved by any means known in the art

The buyer then selects a vendor best suited for the job. Preferably, referring to

Figure 1 IB, the buyer's evaluation includes a comparison, step 1 106, of the best PUBLIC

RATECARD prices with the best PRIVATE RATECARD prices available to the buyer.

This may be possible, for example, by comparing the output from the PRIVATE

RATECARD calculator with the output from the PUBLIC RATECARD calculator. The

printer then executes the job, step 1 107.

Furthermore, in reaching a contract between a buyer and a vendor, the PUBLIC

RATECARD can be supplemented by the spot bid and/or auction processes disclosed

above in reference to PRIVATE RATECARD contracting. Also, ifnew pricing

information is received, the PUBLIC RATECARD calculator can be updated in the same

maimer as the PRIVATE RATECARD calculator, disclosed above.

Re-Pricing

Re-pricing ofPublic Pricing Index, PRIVATE RATECARDS and PUBLIC

RATECARDS can be achieved by repeating the price collection and target price
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determination steps according to this invention. However, in another embodiment of the

invention, a more economical re-pricing method is available. For example, ifdue to

shortage the price of offset text paper stock should rise by 15%, it is then a quick and

straight forward matter to adjust the corresponding elements of any or all of the

following: Public Pricing Index, a PUBLIC RATECARD or a PRIVATE RATECARD.

It will also be understood that the specification, Figures, examples and Tables are

illustrative ofthe present invention and that other embodiments within the spirit and

scope ofthe invention will suggest themselves to those skilled in the art.

All references cited herein are incorporated by reference.
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2

Table 1: Zeborg Indirect Expense Classification Hierarchy

Category - Level 1 Sab-Category - Level 2 Sub-Category - Level 3 Sub-Category' - Level 4

Marketing & Advertising

Agency Compensation

Mass Media

Direct Media

Financial Printing

' Market Research

Advertising Agency Compensation

Direct Mail Agency Compensation

Network TV
Spot TV
Cable TV
Radio

Outdoor

Print Media

Internet

Sponsorships

Celebrity Talent

Advertising Production

Media - Other

Commercial Print

Design Fees

Direct Mail

Catalog Printing

Research Report Printing

Prospectus Printing

Annual Report

Qualitative

Quantitative

Telemarketing Inbound Telemarketing

Outbound Telemarketing

Promotional Materials& Programs

Trade Shows & Conventions

Event Marketing

Magazine Placements

Newspaper Placements

DM/Preproduction

DM/Lists

DM/Brochures

DM/Envelopes

DM/Forms
DM/Lettershop

DM/Paper

DM/Postage

Design

Printing

Paper

Technology Mainframe Complex CPU
CPU-Related ESCON Directors

Other CPU Related

Storage DASD
Optical

Cartridge
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Distributed Computers

Software

Telecommunications

Contract Programming

Other Technology

Mainframe Printers

Terminals

Mainframe Services

PC Desktops

PC Laptops

PC Peripherals

Server Hardware

Printers

Distributed Services

Mainframe-System Software

Mainframe-Application Software

Distributed Software

Other Storage

Mainframe Maintenance

Disaster Recovery

Equipment

Lines & Tolls

Telecomm Services

VAR
MAC (Move, Add, Change)

Break/Fix

Rollout

Licenses

Maintenance

Licenses

Maintenance

End User Devices

PBXS
Hubs*

Routers

LAN Switches

Maintenance

Dedicated Leased Lines

Local Service & Access

Long Distance - Domestic

Long Distance-International

Audio Conferencing

Cellular/Paging

Bulk Fax

Telex

Telecomm - Other Services

Contract Programming - Domestic

Contract Programming - Offshore

Other Technology

Facilities Space Rent/Leased Space

Depreciation/Owned Space

Alteration/Capital Improvement

Utilities

Building Services

Electric

Gas

Water

Security

Cleaning

Repairs & Maintenance

HVAC
Vertical Transport

Alteration/Capital Improvement

Security Systems

Security Guards

Cleaning - Base Building

Specialty Cleaning

Maintenance T&M
Supplies

HVAC
Elevator
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Office Furniture

Fixtures & Fittings

Property Management

Other Facilities

Rubbish Removal

Catering

Grounds

Vending

Office Furniture

Signage

Fixtures & Fittings

Property Management Fees

Other Facilities

Escalator

Rubbish Removal

Cafeteria Services

Other Catering

Landscaping

Equipment

Vending

Overhead Business Forms

Office Supplies

Stationery

Records Management

Microfiche

Office Equipment

Warehouse

P.E.&C.

Freight

Printing, n.e.c.

T&E

Dues& Subscriptions

Corporate Insurance

Stock Business Forms

Stock Envelopes

Stock Paper

Office Supplies

Stationery

Records Management

Microfiche

Copy Machines

Fax Machines

Office Equipment - Repair& Maintenance

Warehouse

Postage

Express Mail

Courier

LTL
Truckload

Outside Quick Printing

Newsletters

Directories

Other Printing, n.e.c.

Airlines

Hotel

Car Rental

Car Services/Limousines

Taxis

Rail

Personal Car Mileage

Fleet Vehicles

Special Events/Conventions

Travel Agency Fees

OtherT&E
Dues& Memberships

Library Services

Subscript! ns

Liability

Property Damage

Domestic

Foreign

Domestic

Foreign

Fleet Vehicles

Fleet Parking

D&O
E&O
Corporate Auto
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Fire

Personnel Related

Mail Room
Other Overhead

Plan Administration

Healthcare Benefits

Non-Health Care Benefits

Training

Recruitment

Relocation

Professional Services

Temporary Services

Other Personnel Related

Business Specific

Financial Services Example

Card Services

Mail Room
Other Overhead

Plan Administration Fees

Healthcare - Self Insured Benefit Claims

Healthcare - Indemnity Plan Premiums

Healthcare - PPO Fees

Healthcare - HMO Fees

Pension Plan

401(k) Plan

Dental Plan

Vision Plan

Prescription Plan

Labwork Plan

Workers Comp
Accidental Death

ST Disability

LT Disability

Life Insurance

Expatriate

Outside Training Firms

Internet Delivered Training Fees

Recruitment Fees

Relocation Fees

Legal Fees

Management Consulting Fees

Bank Fees

Audit& Tax Fees

Temporary Service Agencies

Payrolling Services

Other Personnel Related

Card Member Benefits/Insurance

New Account Processing

Travel Accident Insurance

Collision Damage Waiver

Retail Services

Credit Bureau Fees

Collection Agency Fees

Market Data Market Data

Financial Supplies& Services

Check Printing

Travelers Checks

Deposit Bags

ATMsEquipment

Armored Car

MICR Encoders

Check Printers

POS Terminals

Armored Car

Plastic Card Issuance

Housings

Self-Service Terminals

Servicing
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Wholesale Lockbox

Unsourceable Unsourceable

©2000 Zeborg, Inc.

Wholesale Lockbox
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EXAMPLE 1 : PRICE COLLECTION IN THE COMMERCIAL PRINT INDUSTRY

The present invention collects a standardized template of print pricing information from
multiple vendors and places this data into a database. The standardized template of print

pricing information is as follows:

FORM DESCRIPTION FORMNUMBER

1. Business Background

Company Information: Business Background A-l

Company Information: Machinery and Capabilities A-2
Company Information: Growth and Replacement A-3
Company Information: Turnaround A-4

2. Pre-Press

Paper Pricing: Book B-1A
Paper Pricing: Cover B-1B
Pre-Press: Scanning, Graphics, Film B-2

Pre-Press: Proof Production, Misc. Pre-Press B-3

3. Die Manufacturing

Die Manufacturing B-4

4. Press

Press: Small Sheetfed B-5

Press: Large Sheetfed B-6
Press: Half-Web B-7

Press: Full-Web B-8

In-Line Finishing B-9

5. Post-Press/Off-Line Finishing

Post-Press Finishing B-10

Off-Line Folding B-ll

Binding B-12

6. Packing, Shipping and Warehousing
Packing and Fulfillment B-13
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1, Business Background

FORMS: A-1,2,3,4

The vender logs onto the system at a user terminal by entering a user id and a password.

When the computer has verified that the vendor is an authorized user, the vendor is permitted to

enter the database and begin the completion ofthe template. The vendor is provided a range of

documents to select (Forms A-l through B-13). All ofthe documents listed on the contents

screen must be completed by the vendor.

Once the vendor has successfully accessed the first series oftemplates (Forms A-l

through A-4), the vendor is asked to supply overall print capacity, available resources, and

general background information, machinery and anticipated growth of the business, and/or

replacement costs for obsolescent machinery. The vendor is also asked to provide data regarding

plant turnaround proficiency and speed of print production. After this information has been

placed in the database, the vendor can click on the next document listed in the table of contents.

FORM: B-la/b Paper Pricing (Book/Cover)

Component Worksheet

Paper - Book Form B-la

Paper - Cover Form B-lb

When documents B-la and B-lb are opened, the vendor is requested tQ enter information

regarding the stock color, finish, and weight ofthe papers that could be used in the print

production process. The vendor is then requested to provide pricing for book and cover papers.

For each given combination of color, finish, and weight, the vendor is requested to indicate both

the manufacturer and brand ofthe paper that would be famished on a future job. The vendor then

provides sheet and roll prices in terms of dollars per hundred pounds for each ofthese paper

types.

2. Pre-Press

FORM: B-2 Scanning, Graphics, Film

The vendorcompletes forms B-2 and B-3 and provides pricing information concerning the

vendor's ability to supply the high-quality pre-press work.

Component Worksheet
Scanning Form B-2

Graphics Form B-2

Film Production Form" B-2

a. Scanning

The vendor indicates scanning prices in terms of dollars per scan for halftone, duotone, and four-

color scans for each ofthe transparency size ranges listed on the first table ofthe template. Drum
scan quality level is required for this process, although those skilled in the art would immediately

realize that many different quality levels could be specified for this step.
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b. Graphics Manipulation

The vendor provides prices in terms of dollars per hour for standard (Mac time) and complex
(Scitex-level studio time) computer graphics work. The vendor is also requested to include the

price per hour for typesetting services.

c. Film Production

The vendor enters film production prices in terms of dollars per film for each of the film size

ranges listed. Vendors supply prices for a new film from a digital file, as well as for duplicate

film from a master.

Itemized Operations: The vendor is also asked to quote prices in terms of dollars for the following

itemized operations based on the image size to be manipulated. The vendors skilled in the art are

familiar with the following:

• Transformation/Resizing: Resizing and stripping an image from an existing image (with pricing

based on finished size)

• Master and Marks: Price to insert crop marks, gutters, and trim

• Create UPC: Price to create a new barcode

FORM: B-3Pre-Press

d. ProofProduction

The vendor estimates the cost of producing a one-sided proof in terms ofdollars per proofby
prooftype and size listed on the table. Pricing includes all of the following prooftypes:

• Blueline Composite (e.g., Dylux)

• Digital Color (e.g., Iris, Kodak)
• Integral (e.g., Cromalin, Matchprint)

• Overlay (e.g., Color Key, Cromacheck)

• Press Proof (e.g., progressive proof)

e. Table Stripping

Most stripping, when required, will be performed electronically. However, for the manual table

stripping requests, the vendor indicates a single rate in terms of dollars per hour in the space

provided in the table. Note that this charge is only applicable when stripping results from an
author's alteration change. As is customary in the trade, printers are expected to cover the costs

ofcorrections resulting from their own errors.

f. Platemaking

In this section, the vendor determines prices in terms of dollars per plate for each standard and
digital (e.g., direct-to-plate) plate produced for ajob by size ofplate. This price should not

include the price to produce any film, even ifthese films are used during the platemaking process.

The price for film production was covered in part "c" above.
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g. CD-R Production

In this section, the vendor enters the price in terms of dollars per megabyte for burning data onto
a CD-ROM.

3. Die Manufacturing

FORM: B-4 Die Manufacturing

Once the information concerning pre-press has been entered, the vendor advances to Form B-4.
The vendor determines the cost of producing a die by the level ofcomplexity, given a defined die
material (e.g., brass), used in constructing the pricing quote. Die manufacturing pricing consists
ofa flat set-up fee per die, regardless of level of complexity, in addition to a charge per inch of
laid rule given a defined die material. Die types are categorized as follows:

Simple Straight-line design (e.g., rectangular window)
Moderate Designs that include angles or curves (e.g., rectangular window with constant

radius rounded corners, star cut-out, etc.)

Complex Designs with intricate shapes or several small angles and/or curves (e.g., outline
of text and graphic element)

4. Press

FORMS: B-5 Small Sheet-fed, B-6 Large Sheet-fed
B-7 Half-Web, B-8 Full-Web, and B-9 In-Line Finishing

Forms B-5 through B-9 contain instructions for all press-related job costs, including in-line
finishing. The vendor addresses each Form separately. The vendor also calculates the pricing for
the various press and color scenarios provided on the forms.

Component Worksheet
SmaB Sheetfed Press Form 8-S
Large Sheetfed Press Form B-6
Half-Web Press Form B-7
FuO-Web Press Form B-8
In-Une Finishing Form B-9

a. Assumptions and Notes

Small SheetfedPress: The vendor bases quotes on a standard commercial sheetfed press printing
on 60# text to 100# text coated stock with an impression size of20 x 28 inches or smaller.
Pricing is based on single-sided impressions for a single-sided press and double-sided
impressions for a perfecting press.

Large SheetfedPress: The vendor bases quotes on a standard sheetfed press printing on 60# text
to 100# text coated stock with an impression size of28 x 40 inches. Pricing is based on single-
sided impressions for a single-sided press and double impressions for a perfecting press.

Half-Web Press: The vendor bases quotes on a standard commercial half-web press printing on
60# text to 100# text coated stock with an impression size of 19 x 25 inches and assumes a run
size of 15,000-100,000+ impressions. In addition, half-web press pricing is assumed to be
perfecting (e.g., 1 impression will produce 1 two-sided press sheet).
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Full-Web Press: The vendor bases quotes on a standard commercial full-web press printing on
60# text to 100# text coated stock with an impression size of25 x 38 inches and assumes a run

size of 50,000+ impressions. In addition, full-web presses are assumed to be perfecting (e.g., 1

impression will produce 1 two-sided press sheet).

b. Ink Numbering

Many press operations require pricing based on the number of inks used during a given press run. .

In order to accurately reflect the costs and operations associated with the different printing

methods, the system requires the vendor to use the following ink numbering standards when
quoting prices:

Perfecting (Web and Sheetfed Presses) and Work and Turn: Setup and run-rate ink count is equal

to the number of plates used in the press run, excluding those plates changed mid-run to produce

a multiple piece version. Thus, on a perfecting press, a 4/4 run will be an 8-ink run and a 4/1 run

will be a 5-ink run. In the work and turn process, a 4/4 run will be a 4-ink run, assuming a
CMYK/CMYK color distribution. A 4/1 run would also be a 4-ink run ifthe color distribution

were CMYK/K while it would be a 5-ink run if the single reverse color did not match one ofthe

colors on the front ofthe sheet (e.g., CMYK/PMS1). Note that in the case of a two-sided work
and turn job, each press sheet will require two impressions in order to print a single print sheet.

Sheetwise: The set-up ink count will be priced according to the total number of plates used in the

printing run. Thus, a 4/4 run would be an 8-ink run and a 4/1 run would be a 5-ink run. The
vendor prices the rates per impression on each side separately and is asked to base this price on
the number of colors to print on a single side. Thus, ofthe two impressions used to print a two-

sided press sheet, one would be priced according to the number of colors on the front while the

other would be priced according to the number ofcolors on the back.

The tables and examples below summarize the pricing standards. Table 1 summarizes the pricing

basis for the different printing methods. Table 2 contains a series ofexamples that outline the

application ofthese ink counting methods for various piece types and printing methods.

Table 1: Press Pricing Basis

Printing Method
Pricing Basis

Setup | Run Rate
Perfecting Total # of plates used during a [Total # of plates used*

run* v
j

Work and Turn Total # of plates used during a [Total # of plates used*
run* 1

Sheetwise Total # of plates used during Front and back priced

the run* {separately based on the 8 of
{plates used during each run*

*Plate count does not include plates changed mid-run to create multiple versions
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Table 2: Ink Count Examples

Colors Setup Ink Count
Run Rote Ink

Count

Example Print Method Front / Back Colors Colors

1 Perfecting CMYK / Black 5 5

2 Perfecting CMYK / CMYK 8 8
3 Perfecting CMYK+PMS1 /

Black+PMS2
7 7

4 Work .anrt Turn CMYK / Mark A. frnnfr uuni

4 back

5 Work and Turn CMYK / CMYK 4 4 front

4 back
6 Work and Turn CMYK+PMS1 /

Black+PMS2
6 6 front

6 back
7 Sheetwise CMYK / Black 5 4 front

1 back

8 Sheetwise CMYK / CMYK 8 4 front

4 back
9 Sheetwise CMYK+PMS1 /

Black+PMS2
7 5 front

2 back

.Note: PMS1 and PMS2 are used to represent dissimilar, non-CMYK colors

AH pricing examples demonstrate the pricing of 1 000 finished press sheets. .

Example 1: Perfecting Press, CMYK front over proprietary purple

Setup Cost 5-ink setup charge

Run Cost 1000 x 5-ink run rate

Example 2: Perfecting Press, CMYK over CMYK
Setup Cost 8-ink setup charge (CMYK + CMYK)
Run Cost 1000 x 8-ink charge

Example 3: Work and Turn Press,CMYK + proprietary green front over proprietary red

Setup Cost 6-ink rate (CMYK + proprietary green + proprietary red)

Run Cost: 2000 x 6-ink rate (2000 impressions required to produce 1000
two-sided sheets)

Example 4: Work and Turn Press, CMYK front over black

Setup Cost: 4-ink rate (Reverse black is covered in CMYK setup)

Run Cost: 2000 x 4-ink rate

Example 5: Sheetwise Press, CMYK front over proprietary blue

Setup Cost 5-ink rate (CMYK + proprietary blue)

Run Cost 1000 x 4-ink rate (CMYK front) + 1000 x 1-ink rate (proprietary

blue back)
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Example 6: Sheetwise Press, CMYK front over black

Setup Cost 5-ink rate (reverse black must be re-setup for reverse printing)

Run Cost: 1000 x 4-ink rate + 1000 x 1-ink rate

c. Printing

The vendor completes Forms B- 5 through B-8 as follows:

Press Operations Standard Ink Coverage. The vendor completes this section separately for each

ofthe four press types listed on Forms B- 5 through B-8. The vendor provides, as indicated, a

price based on the number and type of inks and finishes.

Paper. The vendor supplies the amount ofpaper (in press sheets) needed to get a sheetfed, half-

web, or full-web press to grade for printing. The vendor then provides post-setup (i.e. run) paper

waste rates (as a percent of run consumption) for each press type.

Press. The vendor calculates prices in dollars for setting-up sheetfed, half-web, and full-web

presses, excluding all paper-related setup costs. The vendor then provides a rate in terms of

dollars per thousand impressions for running each press according to the various ink count

assumptions. These prices should include all non-paper costs, including employee time, machine

time, and ink costs.

Adjustment Factors. Forms B-5 through B-8 allow for certain adjustments in standard press

pricing as follows:

Versions. On Forms B-5 through B-8, the vendor provides a single price in dollars per plate

changed for a single plate mid-run on small sheetfed, large sheetfed, half-web, and fiill-web

presses respectively. The vendor excludes plate production costs in this price.

Heavy Ink Heavy ink coverage denotes press sheet coverage of70% or greater per color. The

vendor determines the press run rate for a heavy ink job by multiplying the base rate by an

adjustment factor (e.g., an adjustment factor of 0.065 would indicate that it is 6.5% more

expensive to run a heavy inkjob than a standard job. Therefore, a standard run rate given would

be multiplied by 1.065 in order to arrive at its corresponding heavy ink run rate). The vendor

provides a single adjustment factor (percent) to the press run rate for heavy ink coverage on each

ofthe following press types: sheetfed, half-web, and fiill-web. The relevant spreadsheets are

Forms B- 5 through B-8 respectively.

LightInk Light ink coverage denotes press sheet coverage of40% or less per color. The vendor

determines the press run rate for a light inkjob by multiplying the base rate by an adjustment

factor (e.g., an adjustment factor of 0.065 would indicate that it is 6.5% less expensive to run a

light ink job than a standard job. Therefore, a standard run rate given would be multiplied by

0.935 (1 -0.065) in order to arrive at the corresponding light ink run rate). The vendor also

provides a single adjustment factor (percent) to the press run rate for light ink coverage on each

ofthe following press types: sheetfed, half-web, and fiill-web. The relevant spreadsheets are

Forms B- 5 through B-8 respectively.

Heavy Stock In order to compensate for the slower press speeds and additional makeready

requirements for printing on heavier papers (defined as 100# cover stock and heavier), these

factors increase the associated printing costs by a flat number of sheets for setup, a percentage

scaling factor for waste rate, a flat dollar run setup amount, and an extra $/m per 1,000

impressions.
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d. In-Line Finishing

The vendor supplies in-line finishing prices on Form B-9 as follows:

Aqueous Coating. The vendor prices in-line aqueous coating on small sheetfed, large sheetfed, .

half-web and foll-web presses. The vendor lists setup and run prices in terms of dollars per

thousand impressions separately for each press type. The setup price covers both one- and two-

sided coating while the run rate is tabulated on a per side basis.

Scoring/Perforation. The vendor prices unidirectional in-line scoring and perforation on small

sheetfed, large sheetfed, half-web, and full-web presses. The vendor provides setup (in dollars)

and run prices (in terms of dollars per thousand press sheets) separately. The vendor also

assumes the same pricing for scoring and perforation.

Folding. The vendor prices in-line folding on half-web and full-web presses. The vendor is

asked to enter rates for standard signature and basic (parallel, letter, accordion, etc.) folds

separately. Standard signatures are defined as 8 pages for half-web and 16 pages for full-web

presses. The vendor should also assume a 4 x 9 inch panel size for piece folding.

Flood Varnishing. The vendor supplies prices for in-line flood varnishing on small sheetfed,

large sheetfed, half-web, and full-web presses. The vendor provides setup (in dollars) and run

prices (in terms of dollars per thousand impressions) separately for each press type. The setup

cost covers both one- and two-sided flood varnishing while the run rate is per side.

Trimming. Hie vendor prices in-line trimming on half-web and full-web presses. The vendor

prices setup (in dollars) and run (in terms of dollars per thousand press sheets) separately.

Die Cutting. The vendor prices in-line die cutting on half-web and full-web presses. The vendor

supplies the setup rate (in dollars) and run rate (in dollars per thousand press sheets). The vendor

excludes die manufacturing costs from the price, as those costs been supplied m a previous form.

5. Post-Press/Off-Line Finishing

B-10 Post-Press Finishing

Significant post-press work is generally required on most print jobs. Consequently, the vendor

uses Forms B- 10 through B-12 to enter post-press finishing pricing and as service offering

abilities dictate.

a. Off-Line Trimming

Trimming is priced per pound of paper trimmed. On Form B-10, the vendor supplies setup (in

dollars) and run (in dollars per pound of paper trimmed) prices charged for off-line trimming for

each ofthe four cut ranges listed. However, the vendor should not price trimming performed by

stitching or folding equipment on this form.

b. Off-Line Scoring and Perforation

The vendor supplies price off-line scoring and perforation rates based on a setup (in dollars) and

run (in dollars per thousand press sheets) basis. In addition, the vendor provides both

unidirectional and bi-directional scoringfperforation prices on Form B-10.
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c. Off-Line Die Work

The vendor provides setup (in dollars) and run costs (in dollars per thousand press sheets) for the

four off-line die processes on Form B-10: cutting, embossing/debossing, foil stamping, and folder

pocket stamping. Die manufacturing costs should be excluded from the prices quoted.

d. Folder Pocket Construction

For each ofthe four folder types (unglued, one-side glued, and two-side glued) listed on Form B-

10, the vendor supplies setup pricing (in dollars) and run rate pricing (in dollars per thousand

finished pieces). It is important to price each case individually (e.g., not as additional charges to

a base rate).

e. Ultraviolet Coating

In this section, the vendor provides setup pricing (in dollars) and run pricing (in dollars per

thousand press sheets) prices for spot ultra-violet coating.

f. Spot Varnish

In this section, the vendor supplies setup pricing (in dollars) and run pricing (in dollars per

thousand sheets) for spot varnishing.

g. Wafer Sealing

The vendor supplies pricing for single and double wafer seals on a one-time setup (dollars) and

run (dollars per thousand sealed pieces) basis. The vendor assumes that one and two seals would

be applied to 4 x 9 and 9 x 12 inch brochures respectively.

h. Gluing

The vendor prices setup and run costs for strip gluing such as pocket folder construction by length

ofglue strip per piece (<10", 1 1-20", 21-30"). The vendor supplies both setup and run rate

(dollars per thousand finished pieces). The vendor should exclude any costs for subsequent •

folding ofthe piece in the prices quoted in this section.

FORM: B-ll Off-Line Folding

L Folding

The vendor-quotes a setup charge (in dollars) and run rates for sheet folding (in dollars per

thousand press sheets) and piece folding (in dollars per thousand finished pieces) based on fold

type. Note that "basic" folds include, but are not limited to, parallel roll, accordion, and letter

folds. For piece folding, the vendor should assume a 4 x 9 inch panel size.

FORM: B-12 Binding

j. Saddle Stitching

This system standardizes the individual trimming, collation, final folding, and stitching functions

performed by many different saddle stitching machines as one process. The vendor prices saddle

stitching by providing a setup (in dollars) and run price (in dollars per thousand stitched pieces)

for the 4 x 9 and 9x12 inch finished work scenarios listed in the table.
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k. Perfect Binding

This system standardizes the trimming, collation, final folding, and binding functions performed

by many different machines as one process. On Form B-12, the vendor prices perfect binding

with a single setup (in dollars) and run (in dollars per thousand finished pieces) prices for the

perfect binding of booklets for both 4x9 inch and 9 x 12 inch sizes.

FORM: B-13 Packing and Fulfillment

6. Packing, Shipping and Warehousing

The vendor uses Form B-13 to supply prices for packing, shipping and warehousing services.

a. Shrink Wrapping

The vendor enters setup pricing (in dollars) and run pricing (in dollars per thousand finished

pieces) for shrink-wrapping sets of25, 50, and 100 finished pieces. The vendor should assume

that finished pieces are cover + 8 pages and have finish size of4x9 inches.

b. Paper Wrap

The vendor enters pricing setup (dollars) and run pricing (in dollars per thousand finished pieces)

for paper-wrapping sets of25, 50, and 100 finished pieces. The vendor should assume that

finished pieces are cover+ 8 pages and have finish size of4x9 inches.

c. Small Parcel Shipping

The vendor provides prices for small parcel shipping ofdisks, proofs, and samples via overnight

carrier and messenger (where applicable for local deliveries). These prices should not include

delivery ofthe product run itself.

d. Other Operations

The vendor is required to base the cost for items such as palletizing and related operations on a

per pallet charge for each operation.
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1. Business Background (Part 2 of 4)

1. Business Background (Part 4 of 4)
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A. Company Information

In order for us to better know our suppliers and their capabilities to provide Improving levels of service to Zeborg,

we are requesting background information about your company and ability to provide service now and in the future.

1. Business Background

Please complete the business background information sheet, including company founding date, business size', and
location information. In addition, please include a brief assessment of your current capacity utilization, and
estimate the daily volume you would expect to be able to produce for Zeborg. For estimation purposes, assume
standard 4/4, 12-page (4 panel) pieces.

Additionally, please fist your top five subcontractors, the areas for which these subcontractors are used, and the

frequency with which they are used.

Top Of Grid
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A. Company Information - Machinery and Capabilities

2. Machinery and Capabilities

Read Instructions
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Back to Pricing Grids

A. Company Information

In order for us to better know our suppliers and their capabilities to provide improving levels of service to Zeborg, we are

requesting background Information about your company and ability to provide service now and In the future.

2. Machinery and Capabilities

Due to the potential for consolidating print spend beyond the products and services listed in the RFP, Zeborg Is Interested

in understanding the full range of your company's printing capabilities. Please complete the provided capabilities

questionnaire, providing machinery type and age where requested. In addition, please provide brief descriptions of your
capabilities in the areas of prepress, bindery, and specialty products. Please specifically indicate your current or planned
capabilities In the area of direct-to-plate print preparation (See Section H under Account Service Requirements).
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A. Company Information - Growth and Replacement Plans

3. Growth and Replacement Plans

Read Instructions

Back to Pricing Grids

A. Company Information

In order for us to better know our suppliers and their capabilities to provide improving levels of service to Zeborg,
we are requesting background information about your company and ability to provide service now and in the future.

3. Growth and-Replacement Plans

Please provide a brief description of expansion or growth plans for your company over the next 5 years, with an
emphasis on plans which may enhance your companies service offering to Zeborg or expand the services you are
able to offer. In addition, describe the replacement schedule for existing machinery reaching the end of their useful
life.

TPP Qf Grid
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Form A-4 Company Information - Turnaround

Please provide information regarding the percent of your annual business which falls into the categories defined

below. For purposes of this grid* assume turnaround starts with receipt of final films and ends with a completed job

ready to ship.
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Form la - Paper Prices - Book

Read Instructions
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Form lb - Paper Prices - Cover
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Back tn Pricing Grids
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1. Paper

Component Worksheet

Paper - Book Form B-la

Paper - Cover Form B-lb

Please use Forms B- la and lb to provide pricing for paper current as of the date of submission.While it is expected

that paper prices will fluctuate, we request you use your current pricing for the purposes of this RFP.

For each given stock color, finish, and weight, indicate the manufacturer and brand of the paper that you would

fumish.Then, provide sheet and roll prices (dollars per hundred pounds) for each of these paper types, effective for

the date of submission. In order to maintain a consistent look and feel of its printed material, Zeborg may require

printers to utilize specific brands of paper for some jobs. Final paper specifications and pricing will be addressed

during negotiations.

Too of Grid
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Form 2 - Pre-prsss - Scanning, Graphics and Film

Read fretmryw
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Back to Pricino Grids

2. Pre-Press

Zeborg requires extensive Pre-Press capabilities from Its print suppliers. Please use Forms B- 2 and 3 to provide

pricing and information about your ability to provide the high quality Pre-Press work that Zeborg requires.

Component Worksheet
Scanning Form 0-2

Graphics Form B-2

Film Production Form B-2

A. Scanning

Zeborg requires drum scan quality work. Indicate the prices (dollars per scan) of halftone, duotone, and four-color

scans foreach of the transparency size ranges Bsted on Form B-2. Do not include the cost of proofs or any other

graphical manipulation in this section.

B. Graphics Manipulation

Desktop Graphics. On Form B-3, indicate the hourly rate (dollars per hour) for standard (Mac time) and complex
Scitex-level (studio time) computer graphics work. Do not Include scanning, proofing, film, or plate production in this

section. In addition, please include the cost per hour for typesetting.

Itemized Operations. Please quote prices for the following itemized operations based on the image size to be
manipulated. Cost should be in dollars.

• Transformation/Resizing: Resizing and stripping an image from an existing image (price is based on finished size).

• Master and Marks: Insertion of crop marks, gutters and trim.

• Create UPC: Creation of a new bar code.

C. Film Production

Pubic Ratecard generally delivers materials to be printed as color separations. On Form B-4, quote production prices

(dollars per flm) for each of the four platemaking film size ranges fisted, include pricing for both a new film from a
digital file as wen es a duplicate f2m from a master.
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Form 3 - Pre-press - Proof Production and Misc. Prepress

Read Instructions
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Language Translation: Do you do language translation? If so, what languages?

Define proofing device used with Digital Color price
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Note: Only paid when the stripping needs to bo done as a result of pubfic Ratecard changes only

Plate Production

Note: Printer should use assumed dimensions most similar to actual plate dimensions

Price for CD-R Burning ($/Megabyte): C

Back to Pririno Grids

Instructions

2. Pre-Press

Zeborg reqiires extensive Pre-Press capacities from its print suppliers. Please use Forms B- 2 and 3 to provide

pricing and information about your abifity to provide the nigh quality Pre-Press work that Zeborg requires.

Component Worksheet

Proof Production Form B-3

Table Stripping Form B-3

PUtemaktng Form B-3

d. Proof Production

Indicate the cost to Zeborg of producing a one-sided proof (dollars per proof) by proof type and size, as given on

Form B-3. Zeborg nay request any of the following:

t tktaSrm Conpcs&a (fijq^ DyIum)

• Kafcai Catar (e^.. Ms, Kodak)

• Integral (04., Cromafin. Matchprirrt)

• Oratey Cohr Key, Cfoawcheck)

• Ptvss Proof (e.g., progressive proof)

•.Table CU^ping

Mist stripping. tfieo^rerf. should bo patterned otoctronicaty. However, for the manual Utrta stripping that mtoko.

hdlcete * sfcgle rats (dotars per hou) on Form B-3. Assvno that authors ohentfora that requH manual rt/tpping

wS also bt charged at those rates. Note that this Charge b only appficabto ¥fhen stripping needs to be done as a

result of a Pubic Ratoctrd change. Pubfic RatecanJ expects tho prinUr to cover the costs of correcting thor own

r.PlotemoUng

, ove s*i£b prices (do!Un per ptata) for each standard and digital (f.e., <fir«ct-to-pUU) pUto

stee. Ties price shoUd not hdude the price to produce an* requkad tee, eve* tftht* are
On Form B-3,

produced by
the platenwUng process.

CQ-R Production

On Form B-3, oKe price (ybwgabyte) far burning data onto a CO-ROM.
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Form 4 - Die Manufacturing

Raad Instructions

Dia Production

simple :;, v
•; •;/ .;;*

Complex .
v "V , 1 h

;

-

Oie material for abova pricing:

pack Kq Ppcinq grids

3. Die Manufacturing

On Form B-4, indicate the cost of producing a die by level of complexity. Die prices consist of a flat setup fee per

die (regardless of complexity) as well as a charge per inch of laid rule, priced based on design complexity. Die types

are categorized as follows:

Simple Straight line design (rectangular window)

Moderate Oesigns that include angles or curves (i.e. rectangular window with constant radius rounded

comers, star

cutout, etc.)

Complex Designs with intricate shapes or several, small angles/curves (i.e. outline of text/graphic

element)

Additionally, please define the die material (e.g., brass) used for the pricing quotes.
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4. Press

This section (Forms B5-9) covers all actual printing-related job costs, including both printing and in-line finishing.

Address each section separately (without price overlaps), and indicate dollar prices for the various press and color

scenarios given. Be sure to use the assumptions below when preparing your proposal.

Component Worksheet
Small Sheetfed Press Form B-5

Large sheetfed Press Form B-6

Half-Web Press Form B-7

FuU-Web Press Form B-8

In-line Finishing Form B-9

A. Assumptions and Motes

Smalt Sheetfed Press. Quotes should be based on a standard commercial sheetfed press printing on 60-100* text

coated stock with a cylinder size of 20 x 28 inches. Pricing is based on impressions, (i.e., a two sided press sheet

wiO require 2 impressions to print, a perfecting press win require 1 impression).

Large Sheetfed Press, Quotes should be based on a standard commercial sheetfed press printing on 60-100* book
coated stock with a cylinder size of 28 k 40 inches. Pricing is based on impressions* 0-e-» a two sided press sheet

will require 2 impressions to print, a perfecting press wilt require 1 impression).

Half-Web Press. Assume 15,000-100,000+ impressions on 60-100* text coated stock and a cylinder size of 19 x 25
inches on a standard commercial half-web press. Web presses are assumed to be perfecting, (i.e.. l impression wffl

produce 1 two-sided press sheet).

FuU-Web Press. Assume 50,000+ impressions on 60-100* text coated stock and a cylinder size of 25 x 38 inches on
a standard commercial full-web press. Web presses are assumed to be perfecting, 0^., 1 impression win produce 1

two-sided press sheet).

D. Ink Numbering

Many of the operations in this section ask for pricing based on the number of inks used during a given press run. In

order to accurately reflect the costs and operations associated with different printing methods, die following ink

numbering standards have been developed:

Perfecting (Web and Sheetfed presses) andWbrft and Turn; Setup and run rate ink count is equal to the number of

plates used in the press run, excluding those plates changed mid-run to produce multiple piece version. Hence on a
perfecting press a 4/4 run wiB be an B-ink run and a 4/1 run w3l be a 5-Ink run. For a work and turn process, a 4/4
run wil be a 4-ink run, assuming a CMYK/CMYK color distribution. A 4/1 run would also be a 4-We run if the color

distribution was CMYK/K, but would be a 5-tnk run if the single reverse color did not match one of the colors on the

front of the sheet (Le., CMYK/PMS1). Note that in the case of two-sided work and turn, each press sheet wiB

require two impressions to print a single print sheet.

Sheetwise: Setup ink count is priced according to the total number of plates used in the printing run, hence a 4/4
run would be an 8-ink run and a 4/1 run would be a S-ink run. The per-impression run rates for each side of a two-
sided sheet would be priced separately, based on the number of colors used to print that side. Hence of the two
impressions used lo print a two-sided press sheet, one would be priced based on the number of colors on the front,

and the other would be priced based on the number of colors on the back.

In order to clarify this further, pfease refer to the two tables below as weB as the accompanying examples. Table 1

summarizes the pricing basis for the different printing methods. Table 2 contains series of examples of the

application of these counting methods for various piece types and printing methods. Please contact us knmediatety
ifyou do not iiiffy understand these pricing basis.

Toble 1: Press Pricing Basis

Printing Method
Pricing Basis

Setup Run Rate
Perfecting Total # of plates used during a

run*

Total* of plates used*

Work and Turn Total * of plates used during a
run*

Total # of plates used*

Sheetwise Total # of plates used during

the run*

...

Front and back priced
separately based on the # of
plates used during each run*

.
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Table 2: Ink Count Examples

Example Print Method

Colors

Front / Back

Setup Ink Count

Colors

Run Rate Ink
Count

Colors

1 Perfecting IMYK / Black 5 5

2 Perfecting CMYK / CMYK 9 8

3 Perfecting CMYK+PMS1 /
Black+PMS2

7 7

4 Work and Turn CMYK / Black 4 4 front

4 back

5 Work and Turn CMYK / CMYK 4 4 front

4 back

6 Work and Turn CMYK+PMS1 /
Btack+PMS2

6 6 front

6 back

7 Sheetwise CMYK / Black 5 4 front

1 back

8 Sheetwise CMYK / CMYK 8 4 front

4 back

9 Sheetwise CMYK+PMS1 /
Btack+PMS2

7 5 front

2 back

Note: PMS1 and PMS2 are used to represent dissimilar, non-CMYK colors

Pricing Examples:

AR pricing examples demonstrate the pricing of 1000 finished press sheets.

Example 1: Perfecting Press, CMYK front over proprietary purple

Setup Cost: S-ink setup charge

Run Cost: 1000 x S-ink run rate

Example 2: Perfecting Press, CMYK over CMYK

Setup Cost: 8-ink setup charge (CMYK + CMYK)

Run Cost: 1000 x 8-ink charge

Example 3: Work and Turn Press, CMYK + proprietary green front over proprietary red

-Setup Cost: 6-ink rate (CMYK + proprietary green + proprietary red)

Run Cost: 2000 x 6-ink rate (2000 impressions required to produce 1000 two-sided sheets)

example 4; Work and Turn Press, CMYK front over black

Setup Cost: 4-ink rate (Reverse black Is covered in CMYK setup)

Run Cost: 2000 x 4-ink rate

Example 5: Sheetwise Press* CMYK front over proprietary blue

Setup Cost: S-ink rate (CMYK + proprietary blue)

Run Cost: 1000 x 4-ink rate (CMYK front) + 1000 x 1-tnk rate (proprietary blue back)

Exampto 6: Sheetwise Press, CMYK front over black

Setup Cost: S-ink rate (reverse black must be re-setup for reverse printing)

Run Cost: 1000 x 4-ink rate + 1000 x 1-ink rate
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C. Printing

Complete Forms B- 5, 6, 7 and 6 as instructed below:

Press Operation ? Standard ink Coverage. This section should be completed separately for each of the (bur press

types given on Forms B- S, 6, 7 and 8. Proposed pricing should be by number and type of inks and/or finishes as
indicated.

Paper, State the amount of paper (press sheets) required to setup a sheetfed, half-web, or foB-web press for

printing. Then, provide post-setup paper waste rates (a percent of run consumption) for each press type.

Press. Provide dollar prices for setting-up sheetfed, half-web, and full-web presses. Exclude aD paper-related

setup costs. Then, offer a rate (dollars per thousand impressions) for running each press according to the relevant

assumptions above. This price should include all non-paper costs, including employee time and ink costs.

Adjustment Factors. Forms 8- 5, 6, 7 and 8 allow for adjustments in standard press pricing. The following are

explanations of the factors requested by Zeborg:

Versions. On Forms B- 5, 6, 7 and 8, provide a single price (doHars per plate changed) for changing a single plate

mid-run on small sheetfed, large sheetfed, half-web, and full-web presses respectively. Do not include plate

production in this price.

Heavy Ink. The press run rate for a heavy ink job is determined by multiplying the base rate by an adjustment

factor, (e.g.. An adjustment factor of 0.06S would indicate that it is 6.5% more expensive to run a heavy ink job
than a standard job. Therefore, a standard run rate given would be multiplied by 1.G65 in order to arrive at its

corresponding heavy ink run rate.) Provide a single adjustment factor (percent) to the press .run rate for heavy ink

coverage on each of the following press types: sheetfed, half-web, and fuP-web. The relevant spreadsheets are

Forms B- 5, 6, 7 and 8 respectively. Heavy ink coverage denotes press sheet coverage of 70% or greater per

color.

Light Ink. The press run rate for a light ink job is determined by multiplying the base rate by an adjustment factor,

(e.g.. An adjustment factor of 0.065 would Indicate that it is 6.5% less expensive to run a light ink job than a
standard job. Therefore, a standard run rate given would be multiplied by 0.935 (1 -0.065) in order to arrive at its

corresponding light ink run rate.) Provide a single adjustment factor (percent) to the press run rate for light ink

coverage on each of the following press types: sheetfed, half-web, and fuQ-web. The relevant spreadsheets are

Forms B- 5, 6, 7 and 8 respectively. Light ink coverage denotes press sheet coverage of 40% or less per color.

Heavy Stock.Jo compensate for the slower press speeds and additional makeready require for printing on heavier

papers (defined as 100» cover stock and heavier), this factor will increase the associated printing costs by a
percentage increase over standard printing . Hence an adjustment factor of 0.1C0 for paper setup would mean that

10% more paper would be required to set up an equivalent print job on heavy stock than standard paper. SimSarly

an adjustment factor of 0.200 for waste rate would mean that a printjob on heavy stock will product 20% more
rejected waste sheets than the equivalent job on standard stock Q.e.t 12% for heavy stock vs. 10% for standard

stock). Adjustment factors are applicable to all aspect of the printing cost, including the amount of paper used
during setup, the waste rate during printing, the dollar cost to setup the press, and the press run rate.

D. In-Une Finishing

The following notes refer to Form B-9:

Aqueous Coating. Price in-line aqueous coating on smaH sheetfed, large sheetfed, half-web, and fuO-web presses.

You are asked to give setup and run (dollars per thousand impressions) prices separately for each press type. Setup
covers both one and two sided coating, while run rate b per side.

Scoring/Perforation. Price unidirectional in-fine scoring and perforation on small sheetfed, large sheetfed, half-web,
and full-web presses. You are asked to give setup (dollars) and run (dollars per thousand press sheets) prices

separately. 'Assume same pricing for scoring and perforation.

FokSng. Price in-Gne folding on half-web and full-web presses. Rates should be offered for standard signature and
basic (parallel, letter, accordion, etc.) folds separately. Standard signatures are defined as 8 pages for half-web
and 16 pages for (uD-web presses. Assume a 5 x 5 Inch pane) size for piece folding.

Flood Varnishing. Price in-line Mood varnishing on small sheetfed, large sheetfed, half-web, and fuS-wab presses.

You are asked to give setup (dollars) and run (doQars per thousand impressions, i.e., press sheet sides) prices

separately for each press type. Setup cost covers both one and two sided coating, but run rate is per side.

Trimming. Price in-Cne trimming on half-web and full-web presses. You are asked to give setup (dollars) and run

(dollars per thousand press sheets) prices separately.

Die Cutting. Price in-fine die cutting on half-web and full-web presses. You are asked to give setup (dollars) and
run (dollars per thousand press sheets) prices separately. Charges should exclude die manufacturing costs.
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Form 6 - Press (Large Sheetfed Press)

Read Instructions

Standard Stock
Press Operation - Standard Ink Coverage

Back to Pricing Grids

4. Press

This section (Forms B5-9) covers al actual printtng-related job costs, tndudtng both printing and in-fine finishing.

Address each seclion,separately (without price overlaps), and indicate dolar prices for the various press and color

scenarios given. Be sure to use the assumptions betaw when preparing your proposal.

Component Worksheet
SmaD Sheetfed Press Form B-5

Large Sheetfed Press Form B-6

Half-Web Press Form B-7

Fufl-Web Press Form B-9

In-line tfntshing Form B-9

A. Assumptions and Notes

Sm&M Sheetfed frets. Quotes should be based on a standard commercial sheetfed press printing on 60-lD0# text

coated stock with a cylinder size of 20 x 29 inches. Pricing is based on impressions, (i*e>* a two sided press sheet

wil) require 2 Impressions to print, a perfecting press wiS require 1 impression).

Largo Sheetfed Press. Quotes should be based on a standard commercial sheetfed press printing on 60-100* book

coated stock with a cylinder size of 29 x 40 inches. Pricing is based on impressions, (i.e., a two sided press sheet

will require 2 impressions to print, a perfecting press wffl require 1 impression).

Half-Web Press. Assume 15.000-100,000+ impressions on 6O-100# text coated stock and a cylinder size of 19 x 2S
inches on a standard commercial half-web press. Web presses are assumed to be perfecting, (I.e., 1 Impression wil

produce 1 two-sided press sheet).

Puff-Web Press. Assume 50,000+ impressions on 60-100* text coated stock and a cyCnder size of 25 x 39 inches on
a standard commercial tuff-web press. Web presses are assumed to be perfecting, (i.e., 1 impression w3) produce 1

two-sided press sheet).
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B. Ink Numbering

Many of the operations in this section ask for pricing based on the number of inks used during a given press run. In

order to accurately reflect the costs and operations associated with different printing methods, the following ink

numbering standards have been developed:

Perfecting (Web and Sheetfed presses) andWbrJk and Turn: Setup and run rate ink count is equal to the number of

plates used in the press run, excluding those plates changed mid-run to produce multiple piece version. Hence on a

perfecting press a 4/4 run will be an 8-ink run and a 4/1 run will be a S-ink run. For a work and turn process, a 4/4

run wiD be a 4-ink run, assuming a CMYK/CMYK color distribution. A 4/1 run would also be a 4-ink run if the color

distribution was CMYK/K, but would be a S-ink run if the single reverse color did not match one of the colors on the

front of the sheet (i.e., CMYK/PMS1). Note that in the case of two-sided work and turn, each press sheet win

require two impressions to print a single print sheet.

Sheetwise: Setup ink count is priced according to the total number of plates used in the printing run, hence a 4/4

run wouid be an 8-ink run and a 4/1 run would be a 5-ink run. The per-impression run rates for each side of a two-

sided sheet would be priced separately, based on the number of colors used to print that side. Hence of the two

impressions used to print a two-sided press sheet, one would be priced based on the number of colors on the front,

and the other would be priced based on the number of colors on the back.

In order to clarify this further, please refer to the two tables below as well as the accompanying examples. Table 1

summarizes the pricing basis for the different printing methods. Table 2 contains series of examples of the

application of these counting methods for various piece types and printing methods. Piease contact us immediately

ifyou do not fully understand these pricing basts.

\

Table 1: Press Pricing Basis

Printing Method
Prictnq Basis

Setup Run Rate

Perfecting Total # of plates used during a
run*

Total » of plates used*

Work and Turn Total # of plates used during a

run*

Total # of plates used*

Sheetwise Total # of plates used during

the run*

Front and back priced

separately based on the # of

plates used during each run*

*Plate count does not include plates changed mid-run to create multiple versions

Table 2: Ink Count Examples

Example Print Method

Colors

Front / Back

Setup Ink Count

Colors

Run Rote Ink
Count

Colors

1 Perfecting CMYK / Black 5 5

2 Perfecting CMYK / CMYK 8 8

3 Perfecting CMYK+PMS1/
Black+PMS2

7 7

4 Work and Turn CMYK / Black 4 4 front

4 back

S Work and Turn CMYK / CMYK 4 4 front

4 back

6 Work and Turn CMYK+PMS1 /
Black+PMS2

V 6 6 front

6 back

7 Sheetwise CMYK / Black 5 4 front

lback

8 Sheetwise CMYK / CMYK 8 4 front

4 back

Sheetwise CMYK+PMS1 /
Black+PMS2

7 5 front

2 back

Note: PMS1 and PMS2 are used to represent dissimilar, non-CMYK colors
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Pricing Examples:

AQ pricing examples demonstrate the pricing of 1000 finished press sheets.

Examplo 1: Perfecting Press, CMYK front over proprietary purple

Setup Cost: S-ink setup charge

Rim Cost: 1000 x 5-ink run rata

Example 2: Perfecting Press, CMYK over CMYK

Setup Cost: 9-ink setup charge (CMYK + CMYK)

Run Cost: 1000 x 8-lnk charge

example 3; Work and Turn Press, CMYK + proprietary green front over proprietary red

Setup Cost: 6-kik rate (CMYK + proprietary green + proprietary red)

Run Cost: 2000 x 6-ink rate (2000 vnpresstons required to produce 1000 two-sided sheets)

Example 4: Work and Turn Press, CMYK Front over black

Setup Cost: 4-ink rate (Reverse black is covered in CMYK setup)

Run Cost: 2000 x 4-ink rate

Example 5: Shaetwise Press, CMYK front over proprietary blue

Setup Cost: 5-lnk rate (CMYK + proprietary blue)

Run Cost: 1000 x 4-ink rate (CMYK front) + 1000 x i-ink rate (proprietary blue back)

Example 6: Sheatwise Press, CMYK front over black

Setup Cost: 5-ink rats (reverse black must be re-setup for reverse printing)

Run Cost: 1000 x 4-ink rate + 1000 x 1-ink rata

C. Printing

Complete Forms B- 5, 6, 7 and 8 as instructed below:

Press Operation ? Standard Ink Coverage. This section should be completed separately for each of the four press

types given on Forms a- 5, 6, 7 and 8. Proposed pricing should be by number and type of inks and/or finishes as
indicated.

Paper. State the amount of paper (press sheets) required to setup a sheetfed, half-web* or fufl-web press for

printing. Then, provide post-setup paper waste rates (a percent of run consumption) for each press type.

Aress. Provide dollar prices for setting-up sheetfed, half-web, and futt-web presses. Exclude all paper-related

setup costs. Then, offer a rate (doBars per thousand Impressions) for running each press according to the relevant

assumptions above. This price should include al non-paper costs, tnchxing employee time and ink costs.

Adjustment Factors. Forms B- 5, 6, 7 and 8 allow for adjustments In standard press pricing. The following are

explanations of the -factors requested by 2eborg:

Versions, on Farms B- 5. fi, 7 and 8, provide a single price (doDars per plate changed) for changing a single plate

mid-run on small sheetred, large sheetfed, half-web, and fub-web presses respectively- Do not include plate

production in this price.

Heavy ink. The press run rate for a heavy Ink job Is determined by multiplying the base rate by an adjustment
factor, (e.g., An adjustment factor of 0.065 would indicate that it is 6.5% more expensive to run a heavy ink job
than a standard job. Therefore, a standard run rate given would be multiplied by LA6S in order to arrive et its

corresponding heavy ink run rata.) Provide a single adjustment factor (percent) to the press run rate for heavy ink

coverage on each of the following press types; sheetfed, half-web, and full-web. The relevant spreadsheets are

Forms B- S, 6, 7 and 8 respectively. Heavy ink coverage denotes press sheet coverage of 70% or greater per
color.

Light Ink. The press run rate for a light ink job is determined by multiplying the base rate by an adjustment factor,

(e.g.. An adjustment factor of 0.065 would indicate that it is 6.5% less expensive to run a Sght ink job than a
standard job. Therefore, a standard run rate given would be multiplied by 0.935 (1 -0.065) in order to arrive at its

corresponding fight ink run rate.) Provide a single adjustment factor (percent) to tha press run rate for Sght ink

coverage on each of the following press types: sheetfed, half-web, and ful-web. The relevant spreadsheets are

Forms B- 5, 6, 7 and 8 respectively. Light ink coverage denotes press sheet coverage of 40% or less per color.

Heavy Stock.Jo compensate for the slower press speeds and additional makeready require for printing on heavier

papers (defined as 100* cover stock and heavier), this factor will increase the associated printing costs by a
percentage increase over standard printing. Hence an adjustment factor of 0.100 for paper setup would mean that

10% more paper would be required to set up an equivalent print job on heavy stock than standard paper. Sarafany

an adjustment factor of 6.200 for waste rate would mean that a print job on heavy stock win product 20% more
rejected waste sheets than the equivalent job on standard stock (i.e., 12% for heavy stock vs. 10% for standard
stock). Adjustment factors are appficable |Q aspect of the printing cost. Including the amount of paper used
during setup, the waste rate during printing, the dollar cost to setup the press, and the press run rate.
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D. In-Line Finishing

The following notes refer to Form B-9:

Aqueous Coating. Price in-line aqueous coating on small sheetfed, large sheetfed, half-web, and fuO-web presses.

You are asked to give setup and run (dollars per thousand impressions) prices separately for each press type. Setup

covers both one and two sided coating, while run rate is per side.

Scoring/Perforation. Price unidirectional in-fine scoring and perforation on small sheetfed, large sheetfed, half-web,

and full-web presses. You are asked to give setup (dollars) and run (dollars per thousand press sheets) prices

separately. Assume same pricing for scoring and perforation.

folding. Price in-line folding on half-web and futl-web presses. Rates should be offered for standard signature and

basic (parallel, letter, accordion, etc.) folds separately. Standard signatures are defined as 8 pages for half-web

and 16 pages for fuH-web presses. Assume a 5 x 5 inch panel size for piece folding.

Fhod Varnishing. Price in-line flood varnishing on small sheetfed, large sheetfed, half-web, and fotl-web presses.

You are asked to give setup (dollars) and run (dollars per thousand 'impressions, i.e., press sheet sides) prices

separately for each press type. Setup cost covers both one and two sided coating, but run rate is per side.

Trimming. Price in-line trimming on half-web and foti-web presses. You are asked to give setup (dollars) and run

(dollars per thousand press sheets) prices separately.

Die Cutting. Price in-line die cutting on half-web and full-web presses. You are asked to give setup (dollars) and

run (dollars per thousand press sheets) prices separately. Charges should exclude die manufacturing costs.

Top of Page
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Form 7 - Press (Half-Web Press)

Read Instructions

Standard Stock
Press Operation - Standard Ink Coverage

I
1 1 •i i.- 1

wmmm §i, , mm mm mm ". ^.m
4 -i i i i--- 1 I:-- i

i _j» r: : "" *hsl A
Each Metallic

1 ! 1 ! b—

b

. 1 l. :•

mammaU #

Adjustment Factors

* Cost of using Heavy Stock
* * Denotes per ink press sheet coverage of 70% or higher
*** Denotes per ink press sheet coverage of 50% or tower

Note: At) pricing assumes a standard press sheet size of 20" x 26"

Back to Pricing Grids
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. 4. Press

This section (Forms BS-9) covers al actual printing-related job costs, including both printing and In-Dne finishing.-

Address each section separately (without price overlaps), and indicate dollar prices for the various press and color

scenarios given. Be sure to use the assumptions below when preparing your proposal.

Component Worksheet

smaO Sheetfed Press Form B-S

Large Sheetfed Press form B-6

rtalf-web Press Form B-7

Fuu-W«b Press Form B-B

In-Une Finishinq Form B-9

A. Assumptions and Notes

SmsS Sheetfed Press, Quotes should be based on a standard commercial sheetfed press printing on 60-100# text

coated stock wfth a cyfinder size of 20 x 28 inches. Pricing is based on impressions. (I.e., a two sided press sheet

wffl require 2 tapressfans to print, a perfecting press wS require X impression).

targe Sheetfed Press. Quotes should be based on a standard commercial sheetfed press printing on C0-100* book

coated stock with a cytnder size of 28 x 40 inches. Pricing b based on impressions. * two sided press sheet

wet requVe 2 krejresslons to print. « perfecting press wl require 1 impression).

Hatf-Wob Press. Assume 15,000-100.000* impressions on 60-100# text coated stock and a cylinder size of 19 x 25

Inches on a standard commercial half-web press, web presses are assumed to be perfecting. (i-«-. 1 Impression wi»

produce 1 two-sided press sheet).

Puff-Web Press, Assume SO.0CO+ impressorts on 60-100* text coated stock and a cyfinder size of 25 x 38 Inches on

a standard commercial luO-web press. Web presses are assumed to be perfecting, Q.9., 1 impression w* produce X

two-sided press sheet).

B. inkNumberlrtg

Many of the operations in this section ask for pricing based on the number of Inks used during a given press run. In

order to accurately reflect the costs and operations associated with different printing methods, the following «k

rtumbering standards have been developed:

Perfecting (Web and Sheetfed presses) andWor* and TUrru Setup and run rate Ink count is equal to the number of

plates used In the press run. excluding those plates changed mid-run to produce multiple piece version. Hence on a

perfecting press a 4/4 run win be an 8-Mr run and a 4/1 run wiB be a 5-ink run. For a work and turn process. » 4/4

run w* be a 4-ink run. assuming a CMYK/CMYK color distribution. A 4/1 run would also be a 4-ink run if the color

distribution was CMYK/*, but would be a S-ink run if the single reverse eokx did not match one of the colors on the

front of the sheet (i.e., CMYK/PMS1). Note that In the case of two-sided work and turn, each press sheet wffl

require two impressions to print a single print sheet.

Sheetwise: Setup Wc count is priced according to the total number of plates used ki the printing run, hence a 4/4

run would be an BHnk run and a 4/1 run would be a S-ink run. The peMmpresslon run rates for each side of a two-

sided sheet would be priced separately, based on the number of colors used to print that side. Hence of the two

knprasskxu used to print e two-sided press sheet, one would be priced based on the number of colors on the front,

and the other would be priced based on the number of colors on the back.

In order to clarify this further, please refer to the two tables below as we" as the accompanying examples. Table 1

summarizes the pricing basis for the different printing methods. Table 2 contains series of examples of the

application of these counting methods for various piece types and printing methods. Ptease contact us wmtet£ate(y

if you do not foPy understand these pricing basis.

Table l: Press Pricing Basts

Printing Method

Pricing Basis

Setup Run Rate

Perfecting Total * of plates used during a
run*

Total * of plates used*

Work and Turn Total # of plates used during a
run*

Total * of plates used*

Sheetwise Total * of plates used during

then*'
Front and back priced

separately based on the * of

plates used during, each run"

•Mala count does not include (totes changed old-tun to create mufclpto versions

Tebte 21 Ink Count Example*

Example Print Method

Colors

Front /tack

Setup Ink Count

Cctor*

Run Rate Ink
Count

Colon

Perfecting CMYK /Black 5 5

2 Perfecting. CMYK /CMYK 0 e

a Perfecting CMYK+PMS1/
Bteck*PMS2

7 7

4 Work and Turn CMYK /Black 4 4 front

4back

s Work and Turn CMYK /CMYK 4 4 front

4 back

6 worn and Turn cmyk+pmsi /
ltedt*PMS2

6 0 front

6bacfc

7 Sheetwe CMYK/ei*ck S 4 front

Iback

a Sheetwise CMYK / CMYK B 4 front

4back

9 Sheetwise CMYK+PMS1/
«lcfc*PMS3

7 i front

3 back

Mote: PMS1 and PMS2 *f« used to represent dtesln&r, non-CMYK color*
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Pricing Examples:

All pricing examples demonstrate tha pricing of lOOO flnbhed press sheets.

Example l: Pcrfacting Press. CMYK front over proprietary purple

Setup Cost: S-ink setup charge

Run Cost: 1000 it 5-ink run rate

Ex&npte 2: Perfecting Press. CMYK over CMYK

Setup Cost: S-ink setup charge (CMYK CMYK)

Run Cost: 1000 x B-ink charge

Geampfe 3: Work and Turn Press, CMYK proprietary green front over proprietary red

Setup Cost: 6-Ht rate (CMYK proprietary green + proprietary red}

Run Cost: 2000 i S-ink rate (2000 impressions required to produce 1000 two-sided sheets)

Oomph 4: Work and Turn Press, CMYK front over black

Setup Cost: 4-ink rate (Reverse black Is covered h CMYK setup)

Run Cost: 2000 x 4-tnk rate

BampJa S: sheetwfce Press, CMYK front over proprietary blue

Setup Cost: S-Wc rate (CMYK proprietary blue)

Run Cost: 1000 * 4-tnk rate (CMYK front) + 1000 x 1-tnk rate (proprietary blue back) *

Example 6: Streetwise Press, CMYK front over black

Setup Cost: S-ink rate (reverse Mack must be re-setup for reverse printing)

Run Cost: 1000 x 4-inlc rate + 1000 x 1-ink rate

C. Printing

Complete Forms B- S, 6, 7 and 8 as' instructed below:

Press Operation ? Standard ink Coverage. This section should be completed separately for each of the four press

types given on Forms B- 5, 6, 7 and 8. Proposed pricing should be by number and type of inks and/or finishes as
indicated.

Paper. State the amount of paper (press sheets) required to setup a sheetfed, half-web, or full-web press for

printing. Then, provide post-setup paper waste rates (a percent of run consumption) for each press type.

Press. . Provide dollar prices for setting-up sheetfed, half-web, and futl-web presses. Exclude all paper-related

setup costs. Then, offer a rate (dollars per thousand tmpressbrts) for running each press according to the relevant

assumptions above. This price should include all non-paper costs, including employee time and ink costs.

Adjustment Factors. Forms a- 5, 6, 7 and 8 aQow for adjustments fri standard press pricing. The fbBowing are

explanations pf the factors requested by Zeborg:

Versions. On Forms B- 5, 6, 7 and 8, provide a single price (doRars per plate changed) for changing a single plate

mid-run on small sheetfed, large sheetfed, half-web, and futl-web presses respectively. Do not Include plate

production in this price.

Hoavy Int. The press run rate for a heavy ink job is determined by multiplying the base rate by an adjustment
factor, (e.g.. An adjustment factor of 0.065 would indicate that it is 6.5% more expensive to run a heavy Ink job
than a standard job. Therefore, a standard run rate given would be multiplied by 1.065 tn order to arrive at its

corresponding heavy ink run rata.) Provide a single adjustment factor (percent) to the press run rate for heavy ink

coverage on' each of the fblowtng press types: sheetfed, half-web. and full-web. The relevant spreadsheets are
Forms B- 5, 6, 7 and 8 respectively. Heavy ink coverage denotes press sheet coverage of 7096 or greater per
color.

Light Ink. The press run rate for a tight ink job is determined by multiplying the base rate by an adjustment factor.

(e.g., An adjustment factor of 0.065 would indicate that it is 6.5% less expensive to run a tight ink job than a
standard job. Therefore, a standard run rate given would be multiplied by 0.935 (1 -0.065) in order to arrive at its

corresponding light ink run rate.) Provide a single adjustment factor (percent) to the press run rate for fight ink

coverage on each of the following press types: sheetfed, half-web, and futl-web. The relevant spreadsheets are
Forms B* 5, 6, 7 and 8 respectively. Light ink coverage denotes press sheet coverage of40% or less per color.

Heavy StoctcTo compensate for the slower press speeds and additional makeready require for printing on heavier
papers (denned as 100* cover stock and heavier), this factor will Increase the associated printing costs by a
percentage increase over standard printing. Hence an adjustment factor of 0.100 for paper setup would mean that
10% more paper would be required to set up an equivalent print job on heavy stock than standard paper. Similarly

an adjustment factor of 0.200 for waste rate would mean that a print job on heavy stock win product 20% more
rejected waste sheets than the equivalent job on standard stock (Le.» 12% for heavy stock vs. 10% for standard
stock). Adjustment factors are appleable to all aspect of the printing cost, Including the amount of paper used
during setup, tha waste rate during printing, the dollar cost to setup the press, and the press run rate.
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D. In-Line Ftnishmg

The following notes refer to Form B-9:

Aqueous Coating. Price in-Gne aqueous coating on small sheetfed, large sheetfed, half-web, and fuO-web presses.

You are asked to give setup and run (dollars per thousand impressions) prices separately for each press type. Setup

covers both one and two sided coating, while run rate is per side.

Scoring/Perforation. Price unidirectional in-fine scoring and perforation on small sheetfed large sheetfed, half-web,

and fun-web presses. You are asked to give setup (dollars) and run (dollars per thousand press sheets) pnces

separately. Assume same pricing for scoring and perforation.

Folding. Price in-line folding on half-web and foll-web presses. Rates should be offered for standard signature and

basic (parallel, letter, accordion, etc.) folds separately, standard signatures are defined as 8 pages for half-web

and 16 pages for full-web presses. Assume a 5 x 5 inch panel size for piece folding.

Flood vanishing. Price in-line flood varnishing on small sheetfed, large sheetfed, half-web, and full-web presses.

You are asked to give setup (dollars) and run (dollars per thousand impressions, i.e., press sheet sides) pnces

separately for each press type. Setup cost covers both one and two sided coating, but run rate is per side.

Trimming. Price in-line trimming on hal^web and foll-web presses. You are asked to give setup (dollars) and run

(dollars per thousand press sheets) prices separately.

Die Cutting. Price in-line die cutting on half-web and fuD-web presses. You are asked to give setup (dollars) and

run (dollars per thousand press sheets) prices separately. Charges should exclude die manufacturing costs.
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Form 8 - Press (FuD-Web Press)

Read Instructions

Standard Stock
Press Operation - Standard ink <

Ml . .M K
•i .i i

gj _ a*l

1 1 I-.

& $p Ik 81 m m
Each Metalfic.

.

1 i

'

S&_ tl . ....ft

Adjustment Factors

Cost of using Heavy Stock
* Denotes per ink press sheet coverago of 70% or higher
• • rtoMlnt na# ink iy>w chnnt rnuoran* nf CQQfc nr ItMiafDenote! per ink press sheet coverage of 50%

Note: aB pricing assumes aa standard press sheet size of OT x 28*

sack to rMcfrg grids

4. Press

This section (Forms BS-9) covers ad actual printing-related job costs, including both printing and in-fine finishing.

Address each section separately (without price overlaps), end indicate dollar prices for the various press and color

scenarios qtven. Bo sure to use tha assumptions betow when preparing, vour proposal.

Component Worksheet

Small Sheetfed Press Form B-S

Large Sheetfed Press Form B-8

Half-Web Press Form B-7

Full-web Press Form B-8

In-line Finishing Form B-9

A. Assumptions and Notes

Small Sheetfed Pros*. Quotes should be based on a standard commercial sheetfed press printing on 60-100# text

coated stock with a cySnder size of 20 x 28 fcches. Pricing Is based on impressions, (Le., a two sided press sheet

will require 2 impressions to print, a perfecting press wffl require 1 impression).

largo Sheetfed Press. Quotes should bo based on a standard commercial sheetfed press printing on 60-100* book

coated stock with a cyBnder size of 28 x 40 hches. Pricing Is based on Impressions, (le.. a two sided press sheet

wiD require 2 impressions to print, a perfecting press wilt require 1 impression).

Half-Web Press, Assume 1S,000-100,000+ impressions on 60-100* text coated stock and a cyKnder size of 19 x 25

inches on a standard commercial half-web press. Web presses are assumed to be perfecting, 0.B., 1 Impression will

produce l two-sided press sheet).

Full-Web Press. Assume 50,000+ hnpresstons on 60-100* text coated stock and a cyfoder size of25 x 38 inches or

a standard commercial full-web press. Web presses are assumed to be perfecting, (i.e., 1 impression will produce 1

two-sided press sheet).
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B. ink Numbering

Many of the operations in this section ask for pricing based on the number of inks used during a given press run. In

order to accurately reflect the costs and operations associated with different printing methods, the following ink

numbering standards have been developed:

Perfecting (Web and Sneetfedpresses) andWbrk and Turn: Setup and run rate ink count is equal to the number of

plates used in the press run, excluding those plates changed mid-run to produce multiple piece version. Hence on a

perfecting press a 4/4 run wil be an 8-tnk run and a 4/1 run will be a 5-ink run. For a work and turn process, a 4/4

run will be a 4-tnk run, assuming a CMYK/CMYK color distribution. A 4/1 run would also be a 4-ink run if the color

distribution was CMYK/K, but would be a 5-ink run if the single reverse color did not match one of the colors on the

front of the sheet (i.e., CMYK/PMS1). Note that in the case of two-sided work and turn, each press sheet win

require two impressions to print a single print sheet.

Sheetwise: Setup ink count is priced according to the total number of plates used in the printing run, hence a 4/4

run would be an 8-ink run and a 4/1 run would be a S-ink run. The par-impression run rates for each side of a two-

sided sheet would be priced separately, based on the number of colors used to print that side. Hence of the two

impressions used to print a two-sided press sheet, one would be priced based on the number of colors on the front,

and the other would be priced based on the number of colors on the back.

In order to clarify this further, please refer to the two tables below as well as the accompanying examples. Table I

summarizes the pricing basis for the different printing methods. Table 2 contains series of examples of the

application of these counting methods for various piece types and printing methods. Please contact us immediately

ifyou do not fijUy understand these pricing basis.

Table 1: Press Pricing Basis

Printing Method
Pricing Basis

Setup Run Rate

Perfecting Total 0 of plates used during a
run*

Total tf of plates used*

Work and Turn rota) # of plates used during a
run*

Total » of plates used*

Sheetwise Total 9 of plates used during

the run*

Front and back priced

separately based on the » of

plates used during each run*

* Plate count does not include plates changed mkWun to create multiple versions

Table 2: Ink Count Examples

Example Print Method

Colors

Front /Back

Setup Ink Count

Colors

Run Rate Ink
Count

Colors

1 Perfecting CMYK / Black S S

2 Perfecting CMYK / CMYK S e

3 Perfecting CMYK+PMS1/
B!ack+PMS2

7 7

4 Work and Turn CMYK / Black 4 4 front

4 back

5 Work and Turn CMYK /CMYK 4 4 front

4 back

6 Work and Turn CMYK+PMS1/
alack+PMS2

6 6 front

6 back

7 Sheetwise CMYK /Black 5 4 front

lback
- 8 Sheetwise CMYK / CMYK 8 4 front

4 back

9 Sheetwise CMYK+PMS1/
alack+PMS2

7 5 front

2 back

Kote: PMS1 and PMS2 are used to represent dissimilar, non-CMYK colors
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Pricing Examples:

Al pricing examples dcmonsUete the pricing of 1000 finished pros sheets.

Exarrpb I; Perfecting Press, CMYK front over proprietary purple

Setup Cost: S-ink setup charge

Run Cost: 1000 x S-Wc run rate

Bompto 2: perfecting Press, CMYK over CMYK

Setup Cost: 9-Wc setup charge (CMYK CMYK)

Run Cost: 1000 x B-Wc charge

Srample 3fc Work and Turn Press. CMYK «• proprietary green front over proprietary red

Sotup Cost: 6-Wc rate (CMYK proprietary green + proprietary red)

Run Cost: 2O0O x 6-tok rate (2000 impressions required to produce 1000 two-sided sheets)

£*arnpto 4: Work end Turn Press. CMYK front over black

Setup Cost: 4-ink rate (Reverse black b covered in CMYK setup)

Run Cost: 2000 x 4-ink rate

Exampte 3: Sheetwfse Press. CMYK front over proprietary blue

Setup Cost: S-ink rate (CMYK proprietary btue)

Run Cost: 1000 x 4-tnk rate (CMYK front) 1000 x Hnk rate (proprietary blue back)

EwnpAr 6V Sheetwise Press. CMYK front over black

Sotup Cost: S-lnk rate (reverse black must be re-setup for reverse printing)

Run Cost; 1000 * 4-tnk rate 4 1000 » 1-r* rate

C. Printing

Complete Forms B- 5. 6, 7 and 0 as Instructed below:

Pms Operation ? Standard Jnk Coverage. This section should be completed separately for each of the four press

types ghran on Forms B- S, 6, 7 and 8. Proposed pridng should be by number and type of inks and/or finishes as

Indicated.

Paper. State the amount of paper (press sheets) required to setup • sheetfed. hatf-web. or fut-web press for

printing. Then, provide post-setup paper waste rates (a percent of run consumptton) for each press type.

Aesx, Provide doflar prices for setting-up sheetfed, half-web. and ful-web presses. Exclude aD paper-related

setup costs. Then, offer * rate (doners per thousand teipressians) for running each press according to the relevant

assumptions above. This price shcuki Include aO run-paper costs. hchK&ng employee time end ink costJ.

Adjustment Factor*. Forms B- S, 6, 7 end 0 eOow for adjustments in standard press pricing. The foeowmg are

explanations of the factors requested by Zeborg:

vWsfans. On Forms ft- 5, 0, 7 and 0, provide a single price (dollars per plate changed) for changing a sfngle plate

mid-run on smafl sheetfed. large sheetfed. naif-web. end fut-web presses respectrvery. Do not Include plate

production in this price.

Haavy Ink. The press rue rate for a heavy ink Job Is determined by muJUprying the base rate by an adjustment

factor. (e.o.« An adjustment factor of 0.065 wcuU Indfcato that ft fa 6.5% more expensive to run a heavy ink job

than a standard job. Therefore, a standard run rate given would be rwitipSed by 1.065 En order to arrive at Its

corresponding heavy ink run rate.) Provide a single adjustment factor (percent) to the press run rate for heavy ink

coverage on each of the meowing press types: sheetfed, hair-web. and fut-web. The relevant spreadsheets are

Forms B- S. 6, 7 and 8 respectively. Heavy ink coverage denotes press sheet coverage of 70* or greater per
color.

Hwvy GtodtTo compensate fbr the slower press speeds end additional mekensady require for printing on heavier

papers (defined as 100* cover stock and heavier), this factor wtl Increase the associated printing costs by a
onrenntami Increase over standard nrintino. Hence an adjustment factor of 0.100 for paper setup would mean that

10% more paper would be required to sat up an equivalent print job on heavy stock than standard paper. slmQarty

an adjustment factor of 0.200 for waste rate would mean that a print job on heavy stock wtH product 20% mora
rejected waste sheets than the equivalent job on standard stock (Lew 12% fbr heavy stock vs. 10% fbr standard

stock). Adjustment factors are appScabJe to at) aspect of the printing cost, including the amount of paper used
during setup, the waste rate ouring printing, the dollar cost to setup the press, and the press run rate.

D.ln-Una Finishing

The (bttowmg notes refer to Form B-9:

Aqueous Coating. Price In-fine aqueous coating on small sheetfed, large sheetfed. half-web. and tutt-web presses.

You are asked to give setup and run (dolars per thousand knpressions) prices separately for each press type. Setup

covers both one and two sided coating, while run rate b per side.

GcorinQ/Perfontion. Price unidrectfaoa! kvtne scoring and perforation on small sheetfed, targe sheetfed. hatf-web,

and fun-web presses. You ere asked to give setup (dollars) and run (dolars per thousand press sheets) prices

separately. Assume same pricing for scoring and perforation.

FokSng. Price In-fine folding on hatf-web and fuD-web presses. Rates xhoufd be ottered for standard signature and

basic (paraOef, letter, accordion, etc.) folds separately. Standard signatures are defined as 0 pages far hatf-web

and 16 pages for fuB-web presses. Assume a 5 m 5 Inch panel she for piece faking.

Hbod Vanishing, Price in-fine flood varnfshng on smaO sheetfed. large sheetfed. half-web, and fut-web presses.

You are asked to ghre setup (deters) and run (dollars per thousand Impressions, i.e., press sheet sides) prices

separately for each press type. Setup cost covers both one end two sided coating, but run rate is per side.

Trimming, PriceMw trervntng on hatf-web and fut-web presses. Ycu are asked to givo setup (dolars) and run

(doBars per thousand press sheets) prices separateh;.

Ota Cutting. Price irt-fine die cutting on hair-web and futt-wob presses. You are asked to give sotup (dollars) and
run (dolars per thousand press sheets) prices separateh;. Charges should exclude die rnartufacturing costs.
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Form 9 - tn-Uno Finishing

QMmA Inrtructions

Inline Aquoous Coating Inline Trimming

Matf-Web 2 1 1 i.
. .

y;l ... 'ti"- 3*1... ..J© tYir—

^

Katf-Web 1
'

1
i

wsa&& 4^

—

j$
Fui-V*eb z 1 ; 1

mm®,$ i<-*f » Mr—

^

Fuf-Wob 4
1 . i 1 . . l . ..•

Indudas paraBel rat, eccordwn, nap and tetter fold*

InHns Flood Varnishing Remotrt Ctuostrtpplng

gin®
Large Sheetfed ..j

* *w ...

1 t

D. ln-Un« Finishing

Tht foliowing notes refer to Form b-9:

Xgueous Coating. Price In-ine aqueous costing on smaO sheetfed. targe sheetfed, rialf*web, and fut-web presses.

You an asked to grve satup and run (dotars per thousand tmpressSom) prices separately for •«•> P»» type. Setup

covert both ona and two sided coating, whfe run rata b par «de-

Stonhoyywfa jftbn. Price urifrectkmal in-6ne scoring and perforation on cmafl cheetfed. Urge theetfad, haff-weh,

and fufhweb presses. You are asked to gfve setup (doBars) and run (dotars per thousand press sheets) prices

separately. Assume same pricing for scoring and perforation,

Feting. Price kiHbe fokfcng on rolf-web and fuO-web presses. Rates should be offered for standard signature and

banc <parataV tottor, accordion, etc.) folds separatoly. Standard signatures are deKned as 0 pages for half-web

and 10 pages for fuS-web presses. Assume a 5 » 5 bch panel sbe for place ftMng.

Flood VrrisHnp* Price irt-*ne flood varnbrang on sroaO sheelfW. large sheafed, half-web, and Wr-web presses.

You are asked to give satup (dolars) and run (dolars per thousand Impressions. Le^ press sheet sides) prices

separately for each press type. Setup cost covers both one and two sidad coating, but run rate b par side.

r/fevnho, Price in-fine triming on half-web end Ibf-web presses. Yoo *re asked to give setup (doCars) and run

(dollars per thousand press sheets) prices separately.

Die Cutting. Price in-fcne 6m cutting on hetf-web end fuO-web presses. Vou sro asked to g»vo setup (dollars) and

run (dotars per thousand press cheats) prices separately* Charges should exclude die otaruibcturfng costs.
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Form 10 - PostPress Finishing

Read Instructions

Offline Trimming Ultraviolet Coating

-.- urn*?-, .i

I im
21

i
1

Offline Scoring and Perforation Offline Die Work

Embossing/ Debossbg

Folder pocket stamping

'

1 . J| L. ..

Cluing

11-20 in [] ; L _j-

^^li^Sl^^fll, J

Folder Pocket Construction

Spot varnish
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5. Postpress/Off-Une Finishing

Zeborg typicaDy requires significant post-press woric on Its print jobs across a wide range of functional areas due to

the variety of end-products that must be made. Please use Forms B- 10*12 to provide information on your pricing

and your ability to provide service for the functions described below and on the pricing grids.

Component Worksheet

Postpress Finishing Form B-10

a. Off-line Trimming

Setup (dollars) and run (dollars per pound of paper trimmed) charges for off-line trimming should be provided on

Form B-10. Give these figures for each of the four cuts ranges fisted. Do not include trimming performed by

stitching or folding equipment or any other ?incidental? means. Note that trimming is priced per pound of paper

trimmed.

b. Off-line Scoring ond Perforation

Off-line scoring and perforation should be charged on a setup (dollars) and run (dollars per thousand press sheets)

basis. You are asked for both unidirectional and bi-directional scoring/perforation prices on Form &-10. Pricing for

scoring and perforation should be figured in the same way.

c Off-Una Die Work

On Form B-10, provide setup (doBars) and run (dollars per thousand press sheets) charges for four die processes:

cutting, embossing/debossing, fofl stamping, and folder pocket stamping. Exclude die manufacturing costs.

d. Folder Pocket Construction

For each of the four folder types listed on Form B-10, provide setup (dollars) and run (dollars per thousand finished

pieces) rates for unglued, one-side glued, and two-side glued folders. Price each case separately (ie., not as

additional charges to the base).

a. Ultraviolet Coating

On Form B-10, provide one-time setup (dollars) and run (dollars per thousand press sheets) prices for spot ultra-

violet coating.

f. 8pot Varnish

On Form B-10, provide one-time setup (dollars) and run (dollars per thousand sheets) prices for spot varnishing.

g. Wafer Sealing

Indicate the price for single and double wafer seals on a one-time setup (dollars) and run (dollars per thousand

seated pieces) basis. Assume one and two seals would be applied to 4 x 9 and 9 x 12 Inch brochures respectively.

h. Gluing

On Ferm &-lu, indicate setup and run costs for strip gluing such as for packet or folder construction. Quote prices

based on length of glue per piece (<10\ 11-20*, 21-30"). for both setup and run rate (per thousand finished

pieces). Do not include the cost for subsequent folding in the gluing price.
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Form 11 - Offline Folding

Read instructions

, ii«
L_ .-...r- L 1 1 i.. 1 I-'-

L..-..Jtfmssm
1 1

1 t i i 1 1

L.......„ EmmL & l ....to

6 •
1 I I

i 1 I

* Includes paralel rcB, accordion, map and letter folds

ftat* to Pricing Grids

5. Postpress/Off-Une Finishing

Zeborg typically requires significant post-press work on its print jobs across a wide range of functional areas due to

the variety of end-products that must be made. Please use Forms B- 10-12 to provide information on your pricing

and your abifity to provide service for the functions described below and on the pricing grids.

Component Worksheet

Folding Form a-XI

1. Folding

Off-line folding is covered on Form &-11. Quote a one-time setup charge (dollars) and run rates for sheet foldujg

(dollars per thousand press sheets) and piece folding (dollars per thousand finished pieces) by fold type. Note that

•basic" folds include, but are not limited to. parallel roll, accordion, and tetter folds. For piece folding, assume a 4 x

9 Inch panel size.

Top fffPagg
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Form 12 - Binding

Pffrt minvrtopi

Saddle SttcdOng

4x9 Finished Sfce*

J 1
•i t-.

i *
1

-*• •M.i k 1 1 !v

[
Eac* Addfconal' L... 1

9x12 Finished Sbe'

2
1 i 1 !

.... # «^
4

1 •1 1

H=——

-

EachAdtttkvul I i 1 i

Perfect &lmflng««
4tc9 Flnbhei SUe*

Period. Binding**
4K9 Fhtshed sfee*

Ifc^EaHS
2

Si

4

,.M .V*

Each Additional

9x12 FWshed Sizo*

2

a -jb
4

i

*L..~ R 2i

Each AddHkjnal
I i

Vendor b to use Ubta with (he finished size closest to the actual dimensions of the item produced

Waste for the Perfect Binding operation b assumed to ba 2«

fltrt tp PffctnaJaadi

9. Postp«s*/°*HA»o Finishing

Zeborg typir^ reouta slptfea^
th» v«r«tyofen*>products that must be Made. «t*»« um Fonwt e- 10-12 to prwid* information on yw* pricing

and your abKty te pnnAJe senice tor the fcjnctfons described bribw and on the pricing grids.

Worksheet

Fcmt-U

The trimoino. eolation. Anal MdftQ, and stitching totettons performed by many stitcheig raacNnes wB be priced as

one process an Forme-12. Phase gv« cfc#* *ttwp (dobrs) and run (solars per thcuwnd ethched pbeos) prfcas

for the 4 m 0 and 9 a u hch Wsh«j work scanarbt feted.

tatton. 5a*i loWaia eiMt t*«*^ to
&-12. PU»m oWa ungh s^up <dotar») *nd rvi (dolars p«r thousand frwhad (**c«i) for perfect

« far both 4 a 0 hch and 9 n tt hcheW
The trinuaing. eolation,

process on form 5-
-

(Mng c»f booklets
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6. Packing, Shipping and Warehousing

Zeborg is also interested in managing the expense related with the packing and transportation of finished print

projects. Please use Form B-13 to provide pricing and information about your packing, shipping and warehousing

services. Please the assumptions below when developing your proposal.

a. Shrink Wrapping

Indicate setup (dollars) and run (dollars per thousand finished pieces) prices for shrink-wrapping sets of 25, SO, and

100 finished pieces. Assume that finished pieces are coyer + 8 pages and are 4x9 inches.

b. Paper Wrap

Indicate setup (doflars) and run (dollars per thousand finished pieces) prices for paper-wrapping sets of 25, 50, and

100 finished pieces. Assume that finished pieces are cover + 8 pages and are 4x9 inches.

c. Small Parcel Shipping

Give the cost of delivery and retrieval of disks, proofs* and samples to and from Zeborg via overnight earner and

messenger (for local deliveries only). Prices should not include delivery of the product run.

d. Other Operations

The cost for items such as palletizing and related operations. Price based on a per pallet charge for each

operation.

Top of Paae
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Form 13 - Packing and Fulfillment

Read Instructor

Shrink Wrapping

irlf i fea
26-50 * :

-"
1 1,

••

101-150 ' ... . ;.; ••I i .:

SWBtt- Mlmm—
>2so :

• - -J 1." i i

Paper Wrapping

MISS ISIS
wte-~~ ... .......Mm

26-80 .• i , 1 1

••

S3 Wmm
101-150 | 1 • i i

^^^^^ ®m
>2S0 1 ... . !

SmaD Parcel Shipping

®i— _ Jim
[Overnight

| | 1 | | |

Note: To be charged at cost, lesser of vendor or PubSc Ratecard negotiated rates

Other Operations

Special labefing '
. . • .1 ' : I • .1 L

miimmmm
Boxing -

1
1 1 »

:

Monoal Operations
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We claim:

1 . A method of standardizing price discovery and negotiation using a computer

processing system comprising:

receiving at least one demand set comprising a buyer!

s specifications for

performance elements;

associating with said demand set at least one vendor bid; and

analyzing the at least one vendor bid to identify a preferred bid for each

performance element.

2. A method ofclaim 1 , wherein the preferred bid consists of a group of a lowest bid, an

nth lowest bid, a mean bid and a median bid.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the demand set comprises specifications selected

from the group consisting of specifications for performance elements which the buyer

demanded in the past, specifications for perforamance elements which the buyer expects

to demand in the future and a combination thereof.

4. The method ofclaim 1, further comprising compiling a target schedule ofthe

preferred bid for each element, wherein vendors on the target schedule agree to become

contractually bound to provide services to the buyer at the prices listed on the target

schedule for a predetermined amount oftime.

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

publishing a target schedule ofpreferred bid for each performance element;

compiling an individual schedule of a single vendor's bid for at least one

performance element, wherein the single vendor's bid is a percentage of the preferred bid

for a corresponding performance element in the target schedule.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the individual schedule can be public or private.
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7. The method of claim 5, wherein the single vendor's bid is expressed as a percentage of

the preferred bid for at least one performance element in the target schedule.

8. The method ofclaim 5, further comprising receiving at least one spot bid.

9. The method ofclaim 5, further comprising performing an auction.

10. The method ofclaim 8, further comprising performing an auction.

1 1 . The method of claim 5, further comprising receiving new pricing data associated

with at least one performance element in the individual schedule and adjusting the

individual schedule for said at least one performance element.

12. The method ofclaim 5, wherein the single vendor's bid is expressed as a percentage

of the preferred bid for all performance elements in the target schedule.

13. The method ofclaim 5, wherein the single vendor's bid is expressed as a dollar figure

for at least one performance element.

/

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the preferred bid for different elements may come

from different vendors.

15. The method of claim 1, further comprising identifying differences between at least

two vendor bids on an individual performance element basis.

16. The method ofclaim 1, further comprising identifying differences between at least

two vendor bids on a total cost basis.

17. The method of claim 1 , further comprising providing a database of at least one

demand set template comprising all performance elements relevant to an industry.
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18. The method of claim 17, wherein the at least one template is pre-populated with data

previously supplied by the buyer.

19. The method ofclaim 1, further comprising:

identifying a price for ajob consisting of at least one performance element by

associating said at least one performance element with a corresponding preferred bid.

20. The method ofclaim 19, further comprising:

notifying at least one vendor that said vendor is selected to perform the job;

receiving a reviewed demand set from the vendor, wherein the demand set may

contain changes to at least one performance element;

identifying a new price for the job by associating each performance element in the

reviewed demand set with a corresponding performance element in the schedule.

21. The method ofclaim 1, further comprising receiving at least one spot bid.

22. The method ofclaim 1, further comprising performing an auction.

23. The method ofclaim 21, further comprising performing an auction.

24. The method ofclaim 1, further comprising receiving new pricing data associated

,
with at least one performance element and adjusting the preferred bid for said at least one

performance element.

25. The method ofclaim 1, further comprising compiling a schedule of the preferred bid

for each performance element.

26. A method of standardizing price discovery and negotiation using a computer

processing system comprising:

receiving at least one demand set comprising a buyer's specifications for

performance elements;
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associating with said demand set a first round of at least one vendor bid;

analyzing the first round of at least one vendor bid to identify a first preferred bid

for each performance element;

associating with said demand set a second round of at least one vendor bid for at

least one performance element, wherein said second round of at least one vendor bid is a

percentage ofthe first preferred bid for at least one performance element;

identifying at least one second preferred bid for each performance element; and

compiling a schedule of second preferred bids for each performance element.

27. A method ofclaim 26, wherein the first preferred bid consists of a group of a lowest

bid, an nth lowest bid, a mean bid and a median bid.

28. A method ofclaim 26, wherein the second preferred bid consists of a group of a

lowest bid, an nth lowest bid, a mean bid and a median bid.

29. The method ofclaim 26, wherein the demand set comprises specifications selected

from the group of specifications for performance elements which the buyer demanded in

the past, specifications for perforamance elements which the buyer expects to demand in

the future and a combination thereof.

30. The method ofclaim 26, wherein the at least one vendor on the schedule is bound to

provide services to the buyer according to said vendor's bids as listed on the schedule for

a predetermined amount of time.

3 1 . The method ofclaim 26, wherein said second round of at least one vendor bid is

expressed as a percentage of first preferred bid for at least one performance element from

the first round.

32. The method ofclaim 26, wherein said second round of at least one vendor bid is

expressed as a percentage ofthe first preferred bid for all performance elements from the

first round.
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33. The method ofclaim 26, wherein said second round of at least one vendor bid is

expressed as a dollar figure for at least one performance element.

34. The method ofclaim 25, wherein the first preferred bid for different elements may

come from different vendors.

35. The method ofclaim 25, further comprising identifying a price for ajob consisting of

at least one performance element by associating said at least one perfoimance element

with a corresponding performance element in the schedule.

36. The method of claim 35, further comprising identifying a preferred price for said job

by comparing at least two vendor bids for each corresponding element in the schedule.

37. The method of claim 35, further comprising:

notifying at least one vendor that said vendor is selected to perform the job;

receiving a reviewed demand set from the vendor, wherein the demand set may

contain changes to at least one performance element;

identifying a new price for the job by associating each performance element in the

reviewed demand set with a corresponding performance element in the schedule.

38. The method ofclaim 26, further comprising identifying differences between at least

two vendors on the schedule on an individual performance element basis.

39. The method ofclaim 26, further comprising identifying differences between at least

two vendors on the $chedule on a total cost basis.

40. The method of claim 26, further comprising providing a database of at least one

demand set template comprising all performance elements relevant to an industry.
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41. The method ofclaim 40, wherein the at least one template is pre-populated with data

previously supplied by the buyer.

42. The method ofclaim 26, further comprising receiving at least one spot bid.

43. The method ofclaim 26, further comprising performing an auction.

44. The method ofclaim 42, further comprising performing an auction.

45. The method ofclaim 26, further comprising receiving new pricing data associated

with at least one performance element in the schedule and adjusting the schedule for said

at least one performance element.

46. A system for standardizing price discovery and negotiation comprising:

a receiving device for receiving at least one demand set comprising a buyer's

specifications for performance elements;

an associating means for associating with said demand set at least one vendor bid;

and

a processor for analyzing the at least one vendor bid to identify an preferred bid

for each performance element.

47. A system ofclaim 46, wherein the preferred bid consists of a group of a lowest bid,

an nth lowest bid, a mean bid and a median bid.

48. A system for standardizing price discovery and negotiation comprising:

a receiving device for receiving at least one demand set comprising a buyer's

specifications for performance elements;

a means for associating with said demand set a first round of at least one vendor

bid;

a processor for analyzing the first round of at least one vendor bid to identify a

first preferred bid for each performance element;
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